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VX 10.2 XL PRO
New, compact professional quality saw that cuts 
larger format tiles. 1.5 HP motor, 115 volts.
Liquid cooled bearing housing!
Belt driven means more torque.

Stainless Steel Water Pan.
Weight only 83 lbs.
Rips: 24”, diagonally cuts 18” tile.
Depth of cut 3-1/4”.
Saw dimensions 23”L x 22-1/2”W x 19”H.
10” Pearl blade and bullnose miter guide included.

$899.99 item 5711 SHIPPING $62.00

IMER COMBI 200/250VA BRIDGE SAWS
All New Combi Saws, Lighter & Able To Plunge Cut!
Manufactured using the latest die cast aluminum fusion
technology. These saws are very strong, light and accurate. 
Adjustable cutting head makes plunge cuts and L cuts a snap. 
45 degree miter cuts are quick and simple, just tilt the cutting head.
Blade speed 2800 RPM. Includes stand, side table and diamond blade.

8” 200VA - 24” rip cut, 16” diagonally, (with plunge cut).
10” 250VA - 31” rip cut, 20” diagonally, (with plunge cut).
8” COMBI 200VA $889.00 item 5837
8” diamond blade 5/8” arbor. 
1-1/2” depth of cut, weight 45 lbs. 1 HP, 110 Volts.
Size 35”L x 20”W x 47”H (with stand). 

10” COMBI 250VA $1249.00 item 5839
10” diamond blade 5/8” arbor. 
2” depth of cut, weight 70 lbs. 1.5 HP, 110 Volts.
Size 55-1/2”L x 37” W x 48”H (with stand).
 

FREE SHIPPING & HANDLING*
FREE FOLDING STAND 

FREE SIDE TABLE
*Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.
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24” Rip Cut

FREE SAW STAND

Made in 

ITALY

BUCKET HEATER
Portable immersion type

water heater, 1000 Watts 120 Volts.
For use in 5 gallon buckets.

$42.99  item 5992   

WATER HEATER
Portable immersion type 
water heaters, 1150 Watts 120 volts.
Use short model for wet saws.
Use longer model for buckets.

$39.99  Max water depth 5-1/2”. 

$44.99 Max water depth 11-1/2”. 

Item 6285

FREE Folding Stand  ($79.99 value) 

FREE Extra Porcelain Blade  ($54.99 value)
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Q.E.P. BRIDGE SAWS
Two sizes available:
8”Bridge Saw - 24” rip cut, 18” diagonally.
10”Bridge Saw - 40” rip cut, 28” diagonally.
These wet saws not only cut big tile, they provide the power 
and features found in tile saws that are as much as twice the price.
Adjustable folding legs with wheels are provided for mobility.

8” Bridge Saw
8” diamond blade 5/8” arbor. 
1-1/2” depth of cut, weight 99 lbs. 1.5 HP, 110 Volts.

Size 35”L x 20”W x 47”H (with legs).

$289.99 item 5226 SHIPPING $52.00
10”  Bridge Saw 
10” diamond blade 5/8” arbor. 
2” depth of cut, weight 163 lbs. 2 HP, 110 Volts.
Size 55-1/2”L x 37” W x 48”H (with legs).

$649.99 item 5230 

FREE SHIPPING FROM Q.E.P. WAREHOUSE*
*Motor freight to a commercial address, in the continental USA.

 Also available from our warehouse with a shipping charge.

INCLUDES LASER CUTTING GUIDE 
&  ATTACHED REAR WHEELS.
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D24000 HEAVY DUTY 10” TILE SAW
24” rip cut, 18” diagonally in one pass.
Cantilevering rail/cart system. One person can transport and set up the saw. 
Stainless steel rail system is integrated into the saw frame, insuring accurate cuts.
45 and 22.5° miter feature for quick angled cuts. Quick plunge cut feature for electrical outlets and A/C registers.
5 gallon water pan with rear and side ABS plastic pan attachments can be placed on saw to catch overspray.
Powerful 1.5 HP, 15 AMP motor will cut hard materials such as porcelain and stone. 
Removable cutting cart for easy cleaning. Compact size, 34”L x 26”W. 
Blade diameter 10”, 5/8” arbor. Max. depth of cut 3-3/4”.

item 6036 FREE SHIPPING & HANDLING
Folding Stand item 6037 

BOOMERANGLE 45 DEGREE MITER
Allows tile to be center cut at a precise 45 degree angle for easier 

installation and faster setup and cutting time. $15.99 item 3104 

Fits Any Wet Saw.V-CAP MITER 
Attaches easily to Boomerangle 45 (required).
Cut many types of trim tiles time after time with fewer miscuts.

Miter V-caps, quarter round and radius tiles in two positions. $26.95 item 3105

Lightweight-only 69 lbs. 

Best Seller!

Call for pricing or visit 
www.contractorsdirect.com
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MK Water Pump $58.00 item 3010    MK-270/370 Water Pump $44.00 item 5775 
MK-770 Motor $155.00 item 5849    MK-101 Water Pan $54.00 item 30108   
MK-101/880 V-Belt $10.00 item 5970    MK-101 Stainless Steel Water Pan $88.00 item 5977
MK-270, 370 Water Pan $35.00 item 30105   MK-660, 770 Water Pan $46.00 item 30106
MK-100,101 Diagonal Cutting Kit $127.00 item 137356     
Dressing Stone $14.99 item 3082                Dual 45 Flat Angle Guide $21.00 item 30096   
Drain Plug $4.99 item 30091                              90 Adjustable Protractor $29.00 item 30095 
Rip Guide $19.00 item 30097                             Large Rip Guide $24.99 item 30099 
5pc Cutting Kit $99.99 item 30111                    MK-100,101 Side Ext. Table $19.00 item 162075
Large Miter Guide $50.00 item 30094              MK-101 On/Off Motor Switch $15.00 item 5921          

MK Diamond Products Parts & Tile Saw Accessories

MK-370 EXP WET SAW KIT
1/2 HP, 115 Volts. Depth of cut 1-3/4”.

Length of cut 18”, diagonally 12”.
Tilting head allows for precise 45 degree mitering.
7” MK blade, water pump and rip guide included.

Kit includes saw, folding stand and cutting pkg.
MK-370 EXP KIT $319.00 item 42371K
FREE SHIPPING & HANDLING 

MK-770 EXP WET SAW
High torque 3/4 HP, 115 Volts. Depth of cut 2-1/4”.

Length of cut 20”, diagonally 14”.
Adjustable cutting head for mitering.
7” blade capacity. 7” MK HOTDOG blade included.
Weight, 57 lbs . 

MK-770 EXP $519.99 item 30351

FREE SHIPPING FROM MK FACTORY WAREHOUSE*
* Most MK wet saws are also available from our warehouse 
with a shipping charge.

MK-660 WET SAW
Direct drive 3/4 HP, 115 Volts.
Length of cut 14”, diagonally 10”. Depth of cut 2-1/4”.
Saw dimensions 28”L x 21”W x 17”H.
7” blade capacity. 7” MK blade included.
Weight 53 lbs. Stand not included.

$549.99 item 3034 
FREE SHIPPING FROM MK FACTORY WAREHOUSE*
* Most MK wet saws are also available from our warehouse 
with a shipping charge.

Stand with wheels for MK-101, MK-101-Pro, MK-101-Pro 24  $144.99 item 30382 SHIPPING $6.00
Folding stand for 660, 770, 880, 101, 101-Pro $99.99 item 30381 SHIPPING $5.00 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-709-00024

370 EXP Stand $53.99 item 42372 
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MK-101 PRO 24 KIT
Length of cut 24”, diagonally 18”.
High torque 2 HP, 115 Volts.
Depth of cut 3-3/4”. Weight 125 lbs.
Saw dimensions 40”L x 22”W x 23”H.
10” MK “Hot Dog” blade included.

Stand with wheels, side table,
and cutting kit included.
$1199.99 item 3121K
FREE SHIPPING FROM MK FACTORY WAREHOUSE*
*Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.

 Also available from our warehouse with a shipping charge.

MK-101 PRO KIT
Length of cut 20”, diagonally 14”.
High torque 2 HP, 115 Volts.
Depth of cut 3-3/4”. Weight 103 lbs.
Saw dimensions 36”L x 23”W x 23”H.
10” MK “Hot Dog” blade included.

Now with stainless steel water pan.
Stand with wheels, side table, and cutting kit included.
$949.99 item 30371K
FREE SHIPPING FROM MK FACTORY WAREHOUSE*
* Most MK wet saws are also available from our warehouse with a shipping charge.

MK-100 WET SAW KIT
Length of cut 20”, diagonally 14”.
Powerful 1.5HP, BALDOR motor, 115 Volts.
Depth of cut 3-3/4”. Weight 96 lbs.
Saw dimensions 36”L x 22”W x 22”H.
Rip guide, water pump and 10” tile blade included.

$595.99 item 5925K 
FREE SHIPPING FROM MK FACTORY WAREHOUSE*

FREE 
MK Hot Dog 

10” Blade

KIT INCLUDES
FREE STAND 

WITH WHEELS

* Most MK wet saws are also available from our warehouse with a shipping charge.

Includes folding stand and cutting kit.

MK-100JCS TILE SAW
Length of cut 20”, diagonally 14”.
High torque 1.5 HP BALDOR motor, 115 Volts.
Depth of cut 3-3/4”. Weight 134 lbs.
Saw dimensions 44”L x 24”W x 29”H.
Rip guide, water pump and 10” tile blade included.
Length of cut 20”, diagonally 14”.

Built-in stand with wheels, easy set-up!
$809.99 item 6711
FREE SHIPPING FROM MK FACTORY WAREHOUSE*
*Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA. 

We are required to collect sales tax from California residents
on MK factory direct shipments.
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TILE MASTER PLUS KIT
Belt Driven Means More Torque. 
24” rip cut , 16” diagonally. 
50% larger cast aluminum conveyor cart. New spring-assisted plunge cut capability. 
Blade shaft lock. Powerful 1.5 HP, 115 Volt, Baldor motor, depth of cut 3-3/4”.
10” blade capacity, 5/8” arbor. Weight 118 lbs.

Kit includes saw, folding stand and cutting package.
item 6391K

Rolling Folding Stand $249.99 item 6392 SHIPPING $8.00

Rear Wheel Kit for Folding Stand $20.99 item 6394

TM-75 TILE SAW
Quiet 3/4 HP sealed induction motor.
Depth of cut 1-5/8”. Water pump included. 

Length of cut 14”, diagonally 10”. 
5/8” arbor. Saw dimensions 26”L x 17”W x 14”H.

8” premium blade & cutting package included. 
Weight 37 lbs. item 5833
 

Folding Stand $58.99 item 58335

Felker Pump for Tile Saws $70.00 item 3110 Water Pump Repair Kit $30.99 item 3011 
Water Tube Assembly $11.00 item 30123  V-Belt Poly $21.00 item 5855
Tile Master Pan With Rails $154.99 item 30098       Tile Saw Stand $84.99 item 3008 SHIPPING $5.00   
Carriage Tray $139.00 item 30092                Carriage Tray Wheels $29.00 item 30110
45 Bullnose Miter $26.00 item 30100               90 Adjustable Protractor $22.00 item 30102
Dual 45 Flat Angle guide $23.00 item 30103             Adjustable Rip Guide $16.00 item 30104  
Tile Accessories Pkg: Bullnose miter guide, adjustable 90 protractor, 45 dual angle guide $49.99 item 3009
Drain Plug $4.99 item 30091                                           On/off Switch Baldor $22.00 item 30112            
Air Foot Switch $99.00 item 3002                                 Original Tile Master Water Shield $36.99 item 5281       

Felker Original Parts & Tile Saw Accessories

FTS-150
Meets Professional Contractors’ Needs!
1.5 HP, 110 Volt belt driven motor, 3450 blade RPM.
Conveyor cart with extension and tile cutting accessories
package included (90 degree protractor, 45 degree angle guide,
bullnose miter guide). Heavy duty water pump included.

Length of cut 19”, diagonally 13”. Depth of cut 3-1/4”.
Saw dimensions 39-3/4”L x 22”W x 20-1/2”H
10” diamond blade included, 5/8” arbor.
Smooth rollers ensure accurate cuts.
Weighs 103 lbs. Free folding stand with wheels. 
6” to 10” blade capacity including 6” profile wheels.

item 185210

Kit ships motor freight to a commercial address
in the continental USA.

Stand With 
   Casters

Call for pricing or visit 
www.contractorsdirect.com

Call for pricing or visit 
www.contractorsdirect.com

Call for pricing or visit 
www.contractorsdirect.com

75% quieter than saws 
with grinder motor.

Stand not included.
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TS7 TILE SAW
3/4 HP, 115 Volts. Depth of cut 1-3/4”.
Length of cut 17”, diagonally 12”.
7” blade included.
Best built compact saw in it’s class!
Miter guide, large flow water pump and rip guide included. 
Saw dimensions 30”L x 19”W x18”H
Weight 43 lbs. 

$499.99 item 6400 SHIPPING $20.00

Folding Stand $89.99 item 6403

GEMINI REVOLUTION XT WET SAW
24” rip cut in tile, porcelain, marble, granite.

Weighs only 39 lbs. 1 HP, 110 Volts. 
10” diamond ring blade that cuts up to 2” thick.
So clean and quiet you can use it indoors.
5 times more blade power (torque) than any other saw in its class.

$929.99 item 5223 SHIPPING $40.00
Folding Stand $84.99  item 5212 

Diamond Blade Standard $74.99  item 5213 

Diamond Blade Double Sided $139.99  item 5214 

Replacement KEVLAR Belt $30.00  item 0086

Grommet Pulley Kit With KEVLAR Belt $175.00  item 1065A

CUT A RADIUS, CURVE 
OR STRAIGHT LINE.

Optional rolling carts available.
Call for pricing.

Stand not 
included.

Inludes shock-proof case and two diamond blades. 
Weighs only 25 lbs.
Blade capacity: 8”, 5/8” arbor. 
Depth of cut: 1.3”. 
Maximum width for miter cuts: 13-1/4”. 

1 HP, 110 Volt Motor, 2800 RPM. 
Continuous wet tile blade and turbo rim blade included. 
Tile saw dimensions: 17” x 15” x 10”. 
Stainless steel cutting table with water recovery system. 
Cuts ceramic tile, marble, granite and other materials. 
Includes shock-proof case. 

$144.99 item 7505 SHIPPING $16.00

TOMECANIC ASTRO 800 WET SAW
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GLADIATOR 
41” rip cut, 29” diagonally.
1-1/2 HP, 110 Volts, 10” blade capacity, 5/8” arbor.

Belt driven means more torque! 
10” diamond blade included. Weight 143 lbs. 

Rail saw able to plunge cut.
Rail pivots to a variety of angles for a perfect miter cut.
Collapsible table extensions on both sides.
Lock-down material bar included. 
Legs fold into the bottom of the water pan, for ease of transporting. 

Wheels make it easy to move the Gladiator around.

GLADIATOR 105 item 5216 
Ships motor freight to a commercial address 
in the continental USA.

*Motor freight to a commercial address 
in the continental USA.
 

ZIPPER 
2.2 HP, 110 Volts, Belt driven means more torque! 
12” diamond blade included, max. blade diameter 14”. 
Cutting capacity is 4-1/8” with 12” blade and 5-1/8” with 14” blade.
Uses either 12” or 14” blades. Rail saw able to plunge cut.
Rail pivots to a variety of angles for a perfect miter cut.
Legs with wheels for mobility fold into the bottom of the 
water pan for ease of transporting.

ZIPPER 85  33.5” rip cut, weight 198 lbs $1799.99  
ZIPPER 105 41.3” rip cut, weight 205 lbs $1959.99  
ZIPPER 125 49.2” rip cut, weight 231 lbs $2199.99
item 6690  SHIPPING $119.00*
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10/3 x 50FT EXTENSION CORD 
Deliver the appropriate AMPS to your saw!
Grounded tile saw extension cord.
10 guage, will deliver the appropriate AMPS to your saw.
Contractor grade, 15 AMP, 125 Volts. Super flexible and abrasion resistant.

$52.99 item 6423

MITERMISER V-CAP CUTTING GUIDE
Miter Miser assists in cutting quick, precise miters of 22-1/2 degree and 45 degree
angles on counter trim edge radius tiles. For use on all wet saws. Made in the USA.

$19.99 item 7778

Call for pricing or visit 
www.contractorsdirect.com
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HUSQVARNA SUPER TILEMATIC
TS 250 XL WET SAW KITS
Available with Stainless Steel Pan & Rails
Galvanized water pan.
1.5 HP, 115 Volts. Depth of cut 3-3/4”.
Length of cut 31”, diagonally 22”.
Saw dimensions 52”L x 23”H x 26”W.
10” blade included. 5/8” arbor. Weight 132 lbs.

Galvanized Kit item 6397K

Stainless Steel Kit item 6398K
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HUSQVARNA TILEMATIC 
TS 250 X WET SAW  KITS
New larger cutting capacity! 
24” rip cut , 16” diagonally. 
Available with Stainless Steel Pan & Rails
50% larger cast aluminum conveyor cart.
New spring-assisted plunge cut capability and blade shaft lock.

Galvanized water pan.
1.5 HP, 115 Volts. Depth of cut 3-3/4”.
Saw dimensions 36-1/8”L x 22”W x 21-3/4”H.
10” blade capacity, 5/8” arbor. Weight 105 lbs.
10” blade and water pump included. 

Galvanized Kit item 6390K 
Stainless Kit item 6393K

Folding Stand $84.99  item 3008 SHIPPING $5.00

Rolling Folding Stand $249.99  item 6392 SHIPPING $8.00

Rear Wheel Kit for Folding Stand $20.99 item 6394

Target Pump for Tile Saws $70.00 item 3110  Water Pump Repair Kit $30.99 item 3011 
Water Tube Assembly $11.00 item 30123    V-Belt Poly $21.00 item 5855
Carriage Tray Wheels $29.00 item 30110    T.Matic Metal Water Pan & Rails $186.99 item 30109 
Carriage Tray $139.00 item 30092     T.Matic Stainless Water Pan & Rails $316.99 item 30113 
Tile Accessories Pkg: Bullnose miter guide, adjustable 90 protractor, 45 dual angle guide $49.99 item 3009
45 Bullnose Miter $26.00 item 30100    90 Adjustable Protractor $22.00 item 30102
Dual 45 Flat Angle Guide $23.00 item 30103   Adjustable Rip Guide $16.00 item 30104  
Drain Plug $4.99 item 30091                               Tile Saw Stand $84.99 item 3008 SHIPPING $5.00              
Air Foot Switch $99.00 item 3002                 Tilematic Water Shield $36.99 item 5282     
On/Off Switch Baldor $22.00 item 30112          G2 Carriage Tray $139.00 item 6389       

TARGET By HUSQVARNA Original Parts & Tile Saw Accessories

Kits ship motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.

Kits ship motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.

New Rolling Folding 
Stand Available.

FENCE PRO
Holds tile in place while cutting or profiling.
1/4” increment marks assist with slightly out of square cuts.
Eliminates the need for pre-marking off-the-table cuts.
Fits only Felker or Husqvarna tile saws.

$79.99 item 3004 

Kits Include Saw,
Stand and 

Cutting Package.

Kits Include Saw,
Stand and 

Cutting Package.

Call for pricing or visit 
www.contractorsdirect.com

Call for pricing or visit 
www.contractorsdirect.com
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MK-225  4” $26.99 Hot Dog

MK-225 4-1/2”$30.99 Hot Dog

MK-225  7” $45.99 Hot Dog

MK-225  8” $50.99 Hot Dog

MK-225 10”$59.99 Hot Dog

MK-225 12”$99.99 Hot Dog
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MK DIAMOND WET TILE BLADES
Wet only, continuous and segmented rim.
MK-200 & MK-215 blades are recommended for Tile & Marble.
MK-315 blades are recommended for Marble.
MK-415 & MK-225 blades are recommended for Porcelain.

MK-215  6” $51.49
MK-215  7” $56.49
MK-215  8” $61.79
MK-215 10”$71.99

MK-215 Glass  7” $54.99
MK-215 Glass  8” $56.99 
MK-215 Glass 10”$64.99

MK-415  8” $84.99 
MK-415 10”$92.99

MK-62G 10”$188.99
MK-62G 12”$267.99
MK-62G 14”$344.99

MK-62M 10”$182.99 
MK-62M 12”$209.99
MK-62M 14”$287.99

MK-10S 10”$133.99 
MK-62M blades are recommended for Marble.
MK-62G blades are recommended for Granite.
MK-10S blades are recommended for Pavers.

CUTS PORCELAIN

MK-200  7”  5pk. $194.99 
MK-200 10” 5pk. $225.99

MK-315  7” $64.89 
MK-315  8” $71.99 
MK-315 10”$84.99 

Item 6056

Item 6060

Item 6070

Item 6052

Item 6440

Item 6065

Item 6441

Item 5310

Item 6050

Item 6055

MK-200  7” $45.99 
MK-200 10”$57.99  

FELKER FG-10 STONE DIAMOND BLADES
Segmented blade for cutting mixed granite and engineered stone.

Premium quality, wet cutting.

10” $98.99 
12” $124.99 
14” $149.99 

Item 7540

RAZOR PORCELAIN WET CUTTING BLADE
Recommended for porcelain & granite.
5/8” Arbor, 12” Diameter, 1” arbor.

7”    $52.99  
8”    $59.99  
10”  $69.99    
12”  $134.99        

Item 6455
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PEARL PRO-V DIAMOND BLADES
Large 10mm diamond rim height.
Small diameters, use wet or dry.
7”, 8”, 10”, use wet only, 5/8” arbor.

                                    10pcs bulk pack
4”      $12.99  10pk.  $99.90 
4-1/2” $14.99  10pk. $119.90 
7”      $21.99 
8”      $29.99
10”    $35.99            10pk. $299.90

BLACK BIRD E.P. CUTTER BLADES
Premium blades for medium and softer grades of marble and travertine,
reduce finishing time, save material.
5/8” & 7/8” arbor.

Cut stone that would normally crack and chip.
4-1/2” $44.99 
5”       $49.99 

ALPHA PORCELLANA WET CUTTING BLADE
Premium porcelain blade, 10mm super high rim. 
Cuts porcelain, marble, hard ceramic tile and granite.

5”   $44.99 
8”   $89.99 
10” $104.99  BEST BLADE TO CUT 

PORCELAIN!

FELKER WET CUTTING DIAMOND BLADES
TM-6 - For hard materials like granite, quarry tile.
TM-7 - For porcelain.

TM-6    8” $69.99 
TM-6  10” $79.99 
TM-7  10” $59.99 Item 3028

Item 6040

Item 6500

Item 6045

TM-7 

DeWALT PORCELAIN 
WET CUTTING BLADE
Aggressive diamond matrix 
designed for porcelain & granite.
Premium porcelain blade.

10”                  $59.99         item 6038

10” Lasercut  $58.99         item 6073

 item 6123
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MK-250GX
Continuous Dry Porcelain Blade

Dry cutting, continuous rim diamond blade.
Clean chip-free cutting on porcelain.

7/8”- 5/8” arbor.

4” $25.99 Item 164111 

KATANA 
 Turbo Dry Porcelain Blade

The one blade you need for cutting porcelain, granite, marble, glazed tile.
Ultimate dry cutting diamond blade for the professional tile contractor.

4” - 5/8-20mm arbor, 4-1/2” - 20mm-7/8” arbor, 5” - 7/8” arbor.

4” $42.99 
4-1/2” $49.99 

5” $54.99 
Item 7693

MK DRY CUTTING DIAMOND BLADES
Continuous rim dry cutting blades, recommended for ceramic tile.
Use small diameters on angle grinders and on
the Alpha/Felker/MK 4” tile cutters, 5/8” or 20 mm arbor.
Use 7” on circular saws.

MK-404CR  3-3/8” $24.99 
MK-404CR       4” $27.99 
MK-404CR  4-1/2” $29.99 
MK-404CR       7” $49.99 

MK-625D      4” $27.99            5pk.  $94.99 
MK-625D 4-1/2” $29.99            5pk. $104.99 
MK-625D      7” $39.99 

Professional quality, affordable  prices.

Item 6075

Item 6080
Item 6082

5pcs bulk pack
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SIRI BLUE DRESSING STONE 
Use to dress your diamond blades, hole saws, profile wheels; works great.

$14.00 item 30822

WHITE MEDIUM DRESSING STONE 
Specially formulated 60 grit dressing stone is used to expose 
new cutting surfaces on diamond blades.
Also used to clean the edge of the tile after cutting with a hand cutter.

$14.99 item 3082
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PEARL SUPER-DUTY
DRY CUTTING BLADES

Super Dry Gold have embedded segments that 
greatly increase cutting speed and blade life.
These blades cut concrete, stone and brick. 

           

PEARL GRANITE BLADES
A dry cutting blade specifically designed to cut granite.

Fast cutting, leaves a smooth chip free surface. 
The GRT diamond blade will also work on hard tile.

4” GRT         $44.99 
4-1/2” GRT   $51.99 
5” GRT         $65.99 
7” GRT         $89.99 
4” GRT         $49.99  (quad ready)

4-1/2” GRT   $55.99  (quad ready)

7” GRT         $94.99  (quad ready)

Quad Adaptor 5/8”-11 thread  $29.99 item 5338

4”      $59.99 

4-1/2” $67.99 
7”      $95.99 

SHD DRY CUTTING
PORCELAIN BLADES

Dry cutting, turbo rim blade for clean,
chip-free cutting on porcelain.

4” $53.99 
4-1/2” $63.99 

FURY TURBO BLADES
A Fast Cutting Economical Blade For Granite

Dry cutting, turbo rim blade, 
7/8”- 5/8” arbor, Quad ready.

4” $22.99 
4-1/2” $26.99 

5” $30.99 
Quad Adaptor (fits Fury Turbo blades only)

5/8”-11 thread  $24.99 item 5917
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Item 6110

Item 6085

Item 6100Item 6095

Item 6105

SD      SD GOLD 

4”       $54.99 

4-1/2” $59.99 
7”      $86.99 
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PEARL PORCELAIN DIAMOND BLADE
Recommended for Porcelain & Granite.

5/8” arbor.

10” $54.99  item  6091

DRY CUTTING DIAMOND BLADES
Continuous rim dry cutting blades, recommended for ceramic tile, reduce chipping. 
Use turbo for faster cutting.            
Use small diameters on angle grinders and on the Alpha/Felker/MK 4” tile cutters, 
5/8” or 20 mm arbor. Use 7” on circular saws.

Continuous Rim  4” $19.99 
Continuous Rim  4-1/2” $22.99 

Turbo      4” $19.99   
Turbo 4-1/2” $22.99  
Turbo      5” $24.99 
Turbo      7” $42.99                                          

TERMINATOR 
Thicker core, allows precision cutting without 

losing tension, even at the end of the blade life!

 7”  $40.99  
 8”  $49.99 
10” $59.99 

WET CUTTING BLADES
Cut any hard material: granite, marble, 

stone and ceramic tile.

BRONZE BONDED
Specialist    8” $46.99 
Specialist  10” $59.99 

Item 6030

Item 6090

Item 6125

Item 6120

ALPHA VETRO
High quality wet glass cutting blades.

4-3/8” $36.99  
7”       $66.99
8”       $82.99  
10”     $89.99  

 item  6505
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DIAMOND PORCELAIN TILE BITS
These bits cut through hard porcelain and other tough materials.
We tested the bits and results speak for themselves.
Best when used in cordless drills.

Use wet only at 800-1000 RPM. 
Drill through porcelain with very little pressure. 
Apply sufficient water to keep the bit cool.
Use with our adjustable hole saw guides,
item 5876 or item 420. For perfect hole
placement, use the SURE-GUDE system.
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Jacobs Chuck Adaptor 1/2” shank to 5/8”-11 male thread. 

$13.00 item 4316

1/4” $34.99  
3/8” $46.99  
1/2” $46.99 
5/8” $46.99 
3/4” $53.99 

1”  $53.99 
1-1/8” $56.99  
1-1/4” $58.99 
1-3/8” $62.99 
1-1/2” $64.99 
1-3/4” $64.99 

2”  $64.99 
2-1/2”  $69.99

3”  $72.99
4” $121.99

5/8”-11 FEMALE
THREAD ARBOR
USE WET ONLY

1800 TO 2500 RPM
2” USEABLE LENGTH

ULTRA GB WET CORING BITS 
DRILL PORCELAIN OR GRANITE

1/4” size is non-coring.
Excellent for drilling small holes 

in granite and porcelain.

Item 6155

DRY CORE BITS 
Now you can make faucet holes at the jobsite!  
Max. operating speed 12,000 RPM.
Dry core bit for stone installers. 5/8-11” female arbor. 

1/2” $87.99
1” $88.99
1-1/4” $89.99   
1-3/8” $99.99
1-1/2” $109.99
2” $128.99  

Item 7270

3/16”    $17.99  
1/4”      $18.99
5/16”    $19.99
3/8”      $20.99
1/2”      $22.99
5/8”      $23.99
3/4”      $26.99
1”         $29.99
1-1/4”   $31.99
1-3/8”   $34.99
1-1/2”   $38.99
1-3/4”   $39.99
2”         $44.99
2-1/2”   $46.99

Item 6755

PORCELAIN TILE BITS 
Use wet only, easy start up and rapid penetration. 
Max. operating speed is between 700 and 900 rpm.
Made in the United Kingdom. 
Each size includes two bits, one porcelain
and one masonry.

3/16” $34.99   
1/4”   $34.99  
5/16” $36.99
3/8”   $38.99

Item 6152
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1/4”      $15.99
5/16”    $17.99
3/8”      $19.99
3/4”      $25.99
1”         $35.99
1-3/8”   $43.99
1-3/4”   $47.99
2”         $56.99
2-1/2”   $64.99
3”         $72.99
4”         $96.99
5”         $126.99
6”         $189.99
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DIAMOND HOLE SAWS
Use wet or dry.

Removable center pilot.
Drill holes thru marble and floor tile.

1/2”
3/4”
1” 
1-1/4”
1-3/8”
1-1/2”
1-5/8”
1-3/4”
2”
2-1/2”

$42.99   
$44.99
$53.99 
$53.99 

$54.99 

$61.99 

$63.99 

$63.99 

$66.99
$94.99  

DRY CUTTING CORE BITS
Pearl’s dry cutting bits can be used on electric drills and/or hammer 
drills with rotary action. Retractable center pilot facilitates accurate 
hole position. Cut and core reinforced concrete, granite, marble, brick.

   1”    $123.99  
1-1/4”  $135.99   
1-3/8”  $139.99  

1-1/2”  $146.99  

1-5/8”  $152.99  

   2”    $198.99  

Item 6150

Item 3491

Item 6145

                  Small Diameter Kit 

Includes 4 diamond bits; 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 3/4”. $64.99
Item 349131 Item 349090

PORCELAIN TILE BITS 
We tested this bit in hard porcelain and the results speak for themselves!
Best when used in cordless drills at 800-1000 RPM. Use wet only; our 
adjustable hole saw guide, item 5876, makes hole placement easy. 

             Large Diameter Kit 
Includes 6 diamond bits; 1”, 1-3/8”, 1-3/4”, 2”, 2-1/2”, 3”, 

and universal drilling guide with suction cup. $219.99
 

No Need to Call A 
Coring Company. 
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FELKER WATER RING SET
Small ring for faucet opening holes up to 1-1/2”.

Large ring for sink opening holes up 3”.
Instantly creates a water dam to cool core bits while drilling holes. 

Made of pliable rubber with special lip that creates a suction. 
Works on smooth surfaces, such as granite, marble and tile.

Set consists of one each 1-1/2” & 3”. 
$10.99 item 5878

ADJUSTABLE HOLE SAW GUIDE
Strong 4” suction cup, holds guide in place.
1/4”, 5/16”, 1/2”, 3/8”drill bit hole guide.
Adjustable hole saw guide up to 3-3/8”.

$29.99 item 5876
Fits up to 3-3/8” HOLE SAWS

SURE-GUIDE
Drilling accurate holes in tile and stone is now simple. 
Sure-Guide’s all-in-one drill system is a unique and innovative design 
that combines simplicity and the latest technology for 
the stone and tile industry. Self-lubricating drill guide system 
produces clean and accurate holes with ease. Works with any
brand of coring bit or diamond hole saw. Using Sure-Guide’s
three inch suction ring and one of four different sized guides,
anyone can drill a clean and precise hole every time.
Includes one 3” suction ring, 1”, 1-1/4”, 1-3/8” and 1-1/2”
guides and carrying case. 

$39.59 item 7720

Repl. Guides, 4 PC Variety Pack  $9.99 item 7721

ADJUSTABLE DRILL GUIDE
Rubber gasket ring retains water to cool down hole saw. 
A must when drilling porcelain tile.
Max. cutting capacity 4”.
Perfect for cordless drills.

$29.99 item 420
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DC759KA 1/2” 18V CORDLESS DRILL
Lightweight design (5.2 lbs.) minimizes user fatigue.

Compact size: fits into the tightest conditions.
1/2” single sleeve keyless ratcheting chuck for tighter bit grip.

High performance motor delivers maximum power of 380 unit watts out.
  Dual speed range: 0-450/0-1,500 rpm. 

Maximum durability and reliability withstands jobsite conditions.
Includes 1hr charger, two 18V batteries, heavy duty kit box. 

item 7289 Call for pricing or visit 
www.contractorsdirect.com
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HEAVY DUTY 
1/2” MIXING DRILL

Industrial quality chuck. Heavy-duty 2-stage gearing.
D handle rotates 360 degrees. 100% ball & needle bearings.

Reversible, dust sealed switch. Weight 6.2 lb, 6.3 AMP 550 RPM
$179.99  item 4230 

(To adjust the mixing speed use our speed control)
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DW130V 1/2” VARIABLE SPEED 
MIXING DRILL

Triple gear reduction provides increased torque and reduces gear stress.
Variable speed reversing switch avoids air bubbles when mixing.

3-position side handle gives greater control 
for all drilling & mixing applications. 

Weight 7.5 lb, 9 AMP 0-550 RPM
$189.99 item 6161

 PERLES VARIABLE SPEED PROFESSIONAL MIXERS
Mixing loads: ME110 8 gal, ME120 10 gal, ME160 25 gal.

WK Paddle, specially designed for tile adhesives, building mortars, thin set, cement, plaster, etc. 
Handle guard, for picking up and putting down the machine with ease. 

 ME110 7 AMP Variable, single speed, 0-790 RPM $229.99 item 6421 SHIPPING $6.00
ME120 7 AMP Variable, two speed ranges, 0-470 & 0-890 RPM $249.99 item 6420 SHIPPING $6.00  

ME160 12.2 AMP Variable two speed ranges, 0-380 & 0-530 RPM $449.99 item 6422 SHIPPING $6.00

Includes 5”diameter
 WK mixing paddle. 

QEP 5/8” VARIABLE SPEED 
MIXING DRILL

Industrial quality 5/8” chuck.
Heavy duty 0-600 RPM 6 AMP motor.

D Handle rotates 360 degrees for greater control.
100% die cast aluminum housing protects internal components.

Side handle for comfort and maximum mixing leverage. 

Weight 12.8 lb, 6 AMP 0-600 RPM
$109.99 item 7557
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MUD BEATER
The mud beater can be used to mix all thinset, grout and concrete products.
Unique design minimizes air entrapment.

30” hex shaft. $15.79 item 1056

QUICK MIXER
Thinset mixer for easy mixing with a minimum of air. 

28” hex shaft. $12.99 
36” hex shaft. $14.99 

EZ-MIXER
For mixing grouts, thinset, mortar, etc.
Design minimizes air entrapment.

30” hex shaft.
$14.99 item 1059

Item 6160
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SIRI MIXING PADDLES. 
Durable mixers easily fit into any cordless drill.

20” Spiral $8.99 
22” Mud Beater $6.99

Item 1057

RUBIMIX-10
Industrial quality 1/2” chuck included.

Powerful 1.3 hp motor.
Not a regular drill!

Especially designed for mixing all types of mortar.
Variable speed, 260-700 RPM.

Can mix all day long without overheating.
High quality M-14x2 thread mixing paddle 
for mixing between 35 to 50 lbs of mortar.

Weight 10 lb, 8 AMP 170-700 RPM
$255.99 item 7727

SHIPPING $10.00

            M100 R compact paddle, 15-3/4” 
long, 4” diameter. 10-7/8” extension included.
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MINI-MIX 60-UNIVERSAL 
Quickly and thoroughly mix mortar, stucco, thin set, dry pack mortar, epoxy, plaster 
and more. Includes 2 buckets & 2 mixing paddles.

While one batch is being mixed, the other is being applied.
Bucket capacity 14 gal. Batch output: 12 gal / 60 lb. bag.
Drum diameter 24”, blade speed 55 RPM.
Weight 64 lbs, 1/2 hp, 115 Volts.

$635.99 item 5832  FREE SHIPPING*
*Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.

RAIMONDI CICO MIXER
Lightweight portable belt driven mixer.
Free your time and let the mixer do the work.
Comes with two buckets; work with one while the other is mixing.
Mix properly at 55 rpm without whipping air into the batch.
Weight 28.5 lbs. Will outperform and outlast several mixing drills.
A powerful unit that will mix up to 50 lbs., dry!

                 $599.99 item 48261  SHIPPING $22.00
With Wheel Kit $649.99 item 4826  SHIPPING $32.00          Cico with wheel kit shown.

IMER MORTARMAN 120
For the 2-3 person construction crew, there is no need to tow a mixer to the job 
site; not when the Mortarman 120 can make a wheelbarrow of mortar, stucco, 
grout, or dry pack mortar every 5 minutes!
Drum capacity: 4.5 cu. ft., batch output: 2.2 cu. ft / 175 lbs.
Drum diameter: 27”, paddle speed: 32 RPM. Discharge height: 28”.
Machine weight: 192 lbs. Dimensions 36”L x 49”H x 39”W.
Standard 15 amp household current is plenty of juice to get the job done. 
The direct drive motor gearbox combination is so powerful that batches may 
be preblended dry.
Conventional mixers are messy when tilting the drum to empty. 
No more, a simple twist of the wrist delivers as little as a handful, 
a 5 gallon bucket or a wheelbarrow of material!            

$1620.99 item 4276  FREE SHIPPING*   
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*Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.  

IMER WHEELMAN 
Fast and efficient mixing, thoroughly mixes up to 250 lbs of 
concrete, mortar, stucco, grout or wall mud.
Removable drum allows loading and unloading by just one person.
Direct drive gearbox - No belts to tighten, no bearings to grease; 
absolutely the most reliable drive system available today!
1/2 hp 110v 6 AMP fully enclosed motor, runs perfect off any household outlet.
Easy to move around, construction duty 14” tires make 
the Wheelman a breeze to roll around the job site or home.          

1/2 hp ELECTRIC $584.99 item 5991

3 hp HONDA GAS $838.99 item 5993         

FREE SHIPPING*   
*Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.  
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SIRI TOP PULL TILE CUTTERS
SIRI pull cut tile cutters are the original design using 
one bar to guide the handle.
Double spring board allows for ease of tile cutting.
Pull the handle to score, then break the hardest porcelain, 
floor tile and mosaics.
Accurate adjustable protractor guage ensures a perfect cut.
This tile cutter offers the best cutting gauge of all cutters.
22” rip cut, 15” diagonally
26” rip cut, 18” diagonally
31” rip cut, 22” diagonally

22”  5057  $229.99    SHIPPING $4.00

26”  5068  $249.99    SHIPPING $6.00

31”  5080  $289.99    SHIPPING $8.00

Tungsten carbide wheel $10.99 item 7321

Ruler extension $10.49 item 115100

MONTOLIT PORCELAIN SERIES
Push type cutter for porcelain & mosaic sheets 

from 1/4” to 3/4” thick.
Adjustable breaking system.
Long lasting carbide wheel.
Made in Italy.

24” $279.99 SHIPPING $6.00
29” $319.99 SHIPPING $10.00
35” $409.99 SHIPPING $10.00
Replacement Titanium Wheel $13.99 item 5507

SUPERIOR BRAND
Pull to score, cuts porcelain tile.
1/2” carbide wheel. Made of cast aluminum.

MODEL 00 6” $36.99
MODEL 2A 10” $56.99
MODEL 3 16” $116.99
MODEL 4 24” $134.99 SHIPPING $5.00

Handle fits any model $11.99  

#00 Pads $5.99 
2A Pads $9.99 
# 3 Pads $15.99 
Superior cutting wheel $5.99 item 1020

Item 6180

item 31421

item 31403
item 31402

item 1139 
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Model 3 shown.

Item 7320

Item 6182

Carrying case, 22” & 26” $52.99 

Carrying case, 31” $57.99 
item 7570

BRUTUS TILE CUTTER
Professional quality tile cutter 
at an affordable  price.

Cuts tile up to 19” square.
Thick heavy duty rubber pads.
Linear ball bearings for smooth scoring.

7/8” tungsten carbide wheel.

20” $94.99 item 1004 SHIPPING $4.00
7/8” wheel for Brutus type tile cutters $9.99 item 1021
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BIG CLINKER BALL BEARING
Premium quality professional tile cutter.
Cuts wall, floor tile. Side extension arms.
Large breaker for easy snapping 
anywhere on tile.
Thick heavy-duty rubber pads.
7/8” ball bearing tungsten carbide wheel.

19”  $128.99 SHIPPING $4.00

28”  $212.99 SHIPPING $6.00

34”  $269.99 SHIPPING $8.00

7/8” tungsten carbide wheel. $24.99 each. item 7768

TOMECANIC BALL BEARING
Premium quality professional tile cutter.
Cuts wall, floor tile & mosaics.
Large breaker for easy snapping anywhere on tile. 
Spring loaded pads. Made in France.

18”  2145  $284.99    SHIPPING $4.00

24”  2160  $304.99    SHIPPING $6.00

29”  2175  $344.99    SHIPPING $6.00

35”  2190  $399.99    SHIPPING $9.00

7/8” tungsten carbide wheel. item 118/3 $12.99 each.

REPLACEMENT CARBIDE CUTTING WHEELS
We carry a large selection of carbide wheels, if you’re not sure of the type of wheel you need, please call us.

1/2” Superior original replacement wheel $5.99  item 1020

118/3  Tomecanic 2000 series replacement wheels $12.99  item  118/3

7/8” for clinker ball bearing type tile cutters $9.99 item 1021

7/8”  ball bearing wheel for big clinker tile cutters $22.99 item 10211

7/8”  thin ball bearing wheel for big clinker tile cutters $22.99 item 10212

Montolit Titanium 243T Masterpiuma wheel  $13.99 item 5507

BEST SELLER !

Item 6165

Item 7660

CORTAGRES WHEELS
6mm series  $12.99
10mm series  $12.99 
18mm series  $19.99 

CORTAGRES 2 RAIL CUTTER 
Ball bearing cutting head, spring loaded pads. 
23.5” cutting length. 16” diagonally.
Large breaker with semi-automatic action.
Push to score, lift the handle and break!
Interchangeable stem mounted cutting wheels.  

Semi-automatic extra large separator, means fast cutting.
Carrying case included.

$279.99 item 1003 SHIPPING $6.00

item 10224
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RUBI TS-TILE CUTTERS 
Comes with built-in separator and
anti-shock plastic carrying case.
Made in Spain.

17”  TS-40 $194.99
23”  TS-50 $229.99
26”  TS-60 $275.99
SHIPPING $5.00  

RUBI TR-S TILE CUTTERS 
Professional quality tile cutter.
23-5/8” cutting length. 17” diagonally.
Swivel angle plate with central pivot for 
making repetitive cuts at any angle.
Large breaker for easy snapping anywhere on tile.
Comes with anti-shock plastic case.
Made in Spain.

17” TR-400S $278.99 
24” TR-600S $309.99
SHIPPING $8.00
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Buy a TS and get the TS Drill Attachment for only $5.00!
Use with your Rubi TS-40, 50, 60 only. Comes with 1-1/16” carbide bit.

Use on wall tile only.  item 1013K 

TS-50 PLUS
Heavy duty breaking system!
22” rip cut, 16” diagonally.
Twice the breaking force of the TS-40 
with new built-in separator.
Anti-shock plastic carrying case included.

Made in Spain.

$249.99  item 5225 SHIPPING $5.00

CUTS PORCELAIN!

RUBI WHEELS FOR TS, TR: 
6mm series  $12.99 
8mm series (special Porcelain)$12.99 
10mm series  $15.39 
18mm series  $19.99
2 pc set, 6 & 10mm series  $25.99 Item 6176

5 pc set, 6, 8, 10, 18, 22mm series  $79.99 Item 6177

Item 6175

item 1014TR

item 1013TS
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RUBI TX-N CUTTERS 
Professional quality tile cutter.
TX-700-N: 28” cutting length, 19.5” diagonally.
TX-900-N: 37” cutting length, 25” diagonally.
Lateral stop for straight and 45 deg. repetitive cuts.
New reinforced breaking system.
Comes with anti-shock plastic case. Made in Spain.

TX-700-N $469.99 SHIPPING $18.00
TX-900-N $559.99 SHIPPING $22.00

RUBI WHEELS FOR TX & TM
 8mm   $18.99  
10mm  $22.99 
18mm  $27.99 
18mm Gold  $35.99 item 6186

Item 6181

Item 6185

RUBI TM-70 CUTTER
2200 lbs of breaking power.
TM-70: 28” cutting length, 20” diagonally.
High performance single point breaker, 
adjustable from 1/4” to  7/8”.
Comes with anti-shock plastic case. Made in Spain.

TM-70 $379.99 item 1015 SHIPPING $8.00

RUBI SPEED CUTTERS
Direct vision of the scoring and cutting line.
Base legs for large format tiles.
Lateral stop for straight and 45 deg. repetitive cuts.
Comes with anti-shock plastic case. Made in Spain.

Speed 42 $125.99 
Speed 62 $171.49
SHIPPING $6.00

Item 7728
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AWS-125 5” STONE CUTTER
Wet stone cutter cuts through stone up to 1-5/8” thick.

Use with 5” curve cutting blade for sink cut-outs.
Built-in water feed system. 

Over size side handle for more stability. 
12,000 RPM. 11.5 AMP, Weight 7.2 lbs. Arbor 7/8” (22 mm). 

Includes water feed, and ground fault interrupter. 
$189.99 item 6020 

Use wet with AWS-125 for cutting curves, sink cut-outs. For granite or marble. 5” $84.99 item 6375

CHINA MARKERS
Mark easily on ceramic tile, porcelain, glass. 12pcs per box.

Black $7.49  
Red    $7.49  
Blue   $7.49  

Item 6290

5” CONTOURCUT 

4” continuous blade, 8’ water hose connection 
and carrying case included.

DW861W 4-1/2” Tile Cutter 
10,800 RPM, weight 6 lbs., 5/8” arbor.
1-3/8” depth of cut, angle cut to 45 degrees.
High torque 12.5 AMPS, 115 Volts.
Depth of cut 1-3/8”; will cut 3cm slab. 
4-1/2” high quality granite & porcelain blade included.
Includes 13ft. water line and G.F.I. plug. 
Lock-on switch, bevels to 45 and has depth adjustment.
item 6097

FHS-4 4” WET/DRY TILE CUTTER
10,800 RPM, weight 7 lbs. 5/8” arbor.
1-3/8” depth of cut, angle cut to 45 degrees.
10 AMPS, 115 Volts.
Depth of cut 1-3/8”.
Cuts tile, stone, concrete, brick, fiber cement siding, 
tile backer board, stucco and pavers.

$89.99 item 7480

AWS-110 4-1/2” ELECTRIC SAW
Versatile wet stone cutter for tile contractors.

Guide provided to work on the edge of the stone
13,000 RPM. 11.5 AMP, Weight 6.8 lbs. Arbor 3/4” (20 mm). 

Includes water feed, and ground fault interrupter. 
$134.99 item 5933

Call for pricing or visit 
www.contractorsdirect.com
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FLEX 1503 WET STONE POLISHER
For sanding, polishing, and grinding applications.
Center water feed allows wet polishing.

7.8 AMPS, 3700 RPM, weight 4.3 lbs. 5/8”-11 spindle.
The 1503 is the most popular wet polisher in the industry. 
It is compact, powerful and has a central water feed and a 
G.F.I. built into the power cord. 
Kit Includes: 9pc. diamond wet pad set, attached water 
feed, quick connect and a 4” velcro backer pad.

1503 $269.99 item 7283

1503 Kit $364.99 item 7283K

VSP-110 WET VARIABLE SPEED
ELECTRIC POLISHER
For polishing, shaping and light grinding.
Designed especially to polish engineered stone 
which requires low RPM; weight 5.3 lbs. 
Variable speed 1600-2800 RPM, 115 V, 7.8 AMPS.
Spindle thread 5/8”-11. Ground fault interrupter included.
Includes water valve, hose, faucet\garden hose adapter and wrenches.

$279.99  item 20053
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WET VARIABLE SPEED 
STONE POLISHER
For sanding, polishing, and grinding applications.
Center water feed allows wet polishing.

7.9 AMPS, weight 4.6 lbs. 5/8”-11 spindle thread.
2,000 to 4,000 RPM. Labyrinth construction 
seals motor and bearings from dust.
Includes attached water feed, quick connect, 
velcro backer pad and ground fault interrupter.

$319.99 item 4232 

Kit $399.99 item 4232K

(Grits: 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1500, 
3000, black buff and white buff.)

WET MARBLE & GRANITE PADS 
50
100
200
400
800
1500
3000
BUFF BLACK
BUFF WHITE
Set of 9 pads 

$10.99  
$10.99  
$10.99  
$10.99 
$10.99 
$10.99 
$10.99  
$10.99
$10.99 
$89.99  

200
500
1000
2000
3000

$38.99  
$38.99  
$38.99  
$38.99  
$38.99

Item 6195

Item 6200

Easy five step wet polishing
for all types of stone.
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GRIT Green  
GRIT Black  
GRIT Red     
GRIT Yellow 
GRIT White  
GRIT Blue    
GRIT Gray
of 7 pads    
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MK WET STONE POLISHER KIT
Durable universal motor operates on standard house current. Improved water feed orifice for better water distribution.

Weight 6 lb, 3500 RPM, 115 V, 5.3 AMPS. Locking on/off switch. Spindle thread 5/8”-11.
Includes attached water feed, 8 diamond polishing pads, velcro backer pad and ground fault interrupter.

$449.99 item 5935

MK WET MARBLE & GRANITE PADS 
50
150
220
400
800
1800
3000
8500
Set of 8 pads 

GRIT   
GRIT   
GRIT      
GRIT  
GRIT   
GRIT    
GRIT    
GRIT    
     

$19.99 
$19.99 
$19.99  
$19.99  
$19.99  
$19.99 
$19.99 
$19.99
$149.99 

50
120
220
400
800
1800
3500
Set 

$37.99  
$37.99  
$37.99  
$37.99  
$37.99 
$37.99 
$37.99 
$249.99

Shine-X TRIPLE THICK  WET PADS
Shine-X is a flexible, high quality, long lasting and dependable disc. 
Max RPM 4000. 4 mm thick, fast polishing action reduces material cost.
FREE backer pad included with purchase of assortment kit.

Item 6205

Item 6210

Use wet only!

EDGERIGHT BULLNOSING BENCH
The EDGERIGHT bullnosing bench makes it easy for you to fabricate your 
own edges and save time, expense and delays. Made of industrial strength 
aluminum. Heavy-duty clamp system, weight 65 lbs.
Dimensions 77” long by 48” tall (when assembled) 

$599.99 item EDG600  SHIPPING $45.00

SHOP ON-LINE 24hrs.; www.contractorsdirect.com 
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BULLDOG PROFILING MACHINE
The Raimondi Bull Dog bullnose machine is designed 
for fast easy profiling of granite, porcelain and marble. 
You can now fabricate and polish bullnose right on the job, cut costs and 
ensure a consistent edge on each piece. 
Will also produce a bevel with the optional 45 degree wheel. 
Comes with a small and large sliding table, 3/8” radius diamond wheel, 
stand and wheel kit.

item 4767

3/8” radius cutting wheel $499.00
5/8” radius cutting wheel $559.00
45 deg. bevel cutting wheel $499.00

3/8” 100 grit finishing wheel $459.00
3/8” 400 grit polishing wheel $369.00
3/8” 800 grit polishing wheel $369.00
3/8” 1500 grit polishing wheel $369.00
3/8” 1800 grit polishing wheel $369.00
3/8” 3500 grit polishing wheel $369.00

90 Degree Diamond belt 100 grit  $109.00
90 Degree Diamond belt 400 grit  $72.00
90 Degree Diamond belt 800 grit  $63.00

Item 7734

Item 4768
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Round Over 
3/8” $155.99  item 4940

3/4” $169.99  item 4941

Full Bullnose 
Eliminates calibration process.

1-1/4” $379.99  
1-1/2” $449.99  
 

Ogee
3/4” Pos 0 $426.99
3/4” Pos 1 $442.99  
1-1/4” Pos 0 $456.99
1-1/4” Pos 1 $483.99 

Internal & External Bevel
Create a perfect corner piece.

3/8” Internal $192.99  item 7597

3/8” External $233.99  item 7596

Vertical
Shape the edge of a sink hole 

and finish exterior corners.

1-1/4” $234.99  
1-1/2” $299.99  

Item 5963

Hub sold separately.

ALPHA PROFILER 
Wet profile wheels for granite, 
porcelain and engineered stone.
Made using the lastest vacuum brazed 
technology and utilizing diamonds best 
suited for harder materials.
5/8”-11 female thread with internal 
water passages. 
Nylon guide slides along the surface to 
make this tool nearly “Goof-Proof”.
An operator with little or no fabrication 
skills can easily create a perfect 
roundover on tile or slab.
Designed with the tile contractor in 
mind, slab fabricators will also value the 
benefits of the Alpha profiler. 
Use the profiler to create a perfect edge 
treatment and polish with Ceramica EX 
for a superior finish.

Fits Alpha & other brands of 
center water feed polishers.

3/8” Round Over 3/4” Round Over

Position 0 Position 1

Vertical

3/8” Internal

V Full Bullnose

item 7598

item 7599

item 7595

3/8” External (Hollywood)

Call for pricing or visit 
www.contractorsdirect.com
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SAND PAPER
Use wet for dustless high quality polishing. Velcro backed, change discs without glue.
Silicon carbide for sanding and polishing marble,
travertine and onyx. Maximum 4000 RPM

4”  Asst. Kit $19.99  
4”    80 grit  $19.99  
4”  120 grit  $19.99   
4”  240 grit  $19.99  
4”  320 grit  $19.99  
4”  400 grit  $19.99   
4”  500 grit  $19.99  
4”  600 grit  $19.99  

MAKITA GV-5000
Lightweight for easy operation.

Ball and needle bearings for long tool life.
Weight 2.6 lb, 3.6 AMP, Double insulated. 

4,500 RPM  (No load speed)

$99.99 item 5110 

5” Velcro
backer pad

Fits Makita sander shown.
Use with our 5”

sandpaper above.
Max 4,500 RPM  

$13.99 item 5112

5” Asst. Kit $26.99  
5”    80 grit  $26.99 
5”  120 grit  $26.99   
5”  240 grit  $26.99 
5”  320 grit  $26.99  
5”  400 grit  $26.99   
5”  500 grit  $26.99  
5”  600 grit  $26.99 

VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL
Use with mixing drills, or grinders to reduce speed electronically 

without reducing torque.
This handy device will slow down your grinder or your mixing drill.
You can now use a regular angle grinder for polishing or edge polishing 
with our quick change system. 
The dial lets you select any speed under 4000 RPM.

Will not work on slow start tools.

$39.95 item 30601

DIAMOND BUFFING COMPOUND
Just mix with water. Easy to use, will never mark the stone. 
This amazing powder will even take care of scratches.  
It will bring up an incredibly high gloss finish in a very short time. 
Works great on large or small areas. 1 lb per 200 sq. ft. 
Especially designed for hard to polish stone, black or 
green marble. Dark granite no problem.

Apply with our 4” velcro backed felt wheel page 31.

DIA-GLO Marble $26.99 per Quart.
DIA-GLO Light Granite $22.99 per Quart.
DIA-GLO Dark Granite $22.99 per Quart.

Item 6220Item 6215

Item 7400
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QUICK CHANGE BACKER PAD
Necessary for attaching PVA quick change wheels

to a low speed sander / polisher.  
$52.99  item 2022   
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ALPHA PVA
Quick change, 

Max RPM 4000 
PVA Makita Style, 
Max RPM 12,000

The easy way to polish bullnose, 
shaped edge and carved detail 

without damaging the workpiece.
It is the perfect way to polish marble 

or travertine.

      Quick Change 5pcs
Extra Coarse $39.99 
          Coarse $39.99   
         Medium $39.99 
               Fine $39.99  
     Extra Fine $39.99  

        Asst. Kit $39.99 
Each grit can be purchased individually.

      High Speed 10pcs
Extra Coarse $54.99 
          Coarse $54.99   
         Medium $54.99 
               Fine $54.99  
     Extra Fine $54.99   
        Asst. Kit $54.99 

Edge Polish Marble & Granite

Max RPM 4000

4-1/2” VARIABLE SPEED 
ANGLE GRINDER
For sanding, polishing, and grinding applications.

12 AMP, weight 4.0 lbs. 5/8”-11 spindle thread.
2,800 to 10,500 RPM. SJS prevents tool kickback caused by 
accidental wheel binding.
Labyrinth construction seals motor and bearings from dust.

$179.99 item 4231

item 6240item 6235

FLEX 5” VARIABLE SPEED 
ANGLE GRINDER
Compact, high performance 5” variable speed grinder.
11 AMPS, variable speed: 3,000 - 11,000 RPM.
4.1 lbs., 5/8”-11 spindle thread, soft start, RPM pre-set dial.
Compact, high performance.

$169.99 item 7281

1/2” DIAMOND HAND FILE
Use on granite, marble, porcelain.
Diamond length 9”, overall length 12”.

$24.99 item 5964
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PEARL MAXI DISC 
FOR MARBLE, GRANITE & STONE.
Silicon carbide. USE DRY.
Maximum RPM 13,000, 5/8” arbor for angle grinders.

4”  80 GRIT   $6.99 each  
4” 120 GRIT  $6.99 each  
4” 240 GRIT  $6.99 each  
4” 320 GRIT  $6.99 each  
4” 400 GRIT  $6.99 each  
4” 600 GRIT  $6.99 each  
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60   GRIT $36.99  
  80   GRIT $36.99
 200  GRIT $36.99
 400  GRIT $36.99
 800  GRIT $36.99
1500 GRIT $36.99
3000 GRIT $36.99
6000 GRIT $36.99
8000 GRIT $36.99

4” MAGNUM-D  WET/DRY 
PADS FOR GRANITE

Best if pads are “opened” wet during first use.

Polish granite edges dry!
Great for on-site touch-up work.

Use with our variable speed 
Makita grinder, item # 4231.

6000 & 8000 grit must be used 
wet only.

MAX 4000 RPM.

LAST UP TO 10 TIMES LONGER
 THAN REGULAR SAND PAPER !

item 6250

item 6245

HAND POLISHING KIT
Hand polishing kit includes, 70, 120, 220, 400,
600, 800, 1800 & 3500 diamond grit polishing 
strips and ergonomically designed 

Velcro backed hand-block.

$99.99  item 2032

FOAM BLOCK PADS 8 GRIT SET
Hand polishing kit includes, 70, 120, 220, 400,
600, 800, 1800 & 3500 diamond grit polishing 

stiff foam hand pads.

$84.99  item 5966

VELCRO BACKER PAD
Use to mount sand paper, felt wheels and diamond pads on your power tools. 
Rigid or rubber 5/8”-11 arbor, velcro face, Maximum 4000 RPM.

3” Rubber or Rigid $19.99 (Alpha)

4” Rubber or Rigid $20.99 (Alpha) 

5” Rubber $29.99 5” Rigid $24.99 (Alpha)

4” Rubber $14.99 (CD) 

FELT WHEEL 
Velcro backed, made of medium density felt for longer life. 
1/4” thick. Maximum 4000 RPM They may be used wet or dry.
A water flow hole is drilled through the wheel.

3” $8.99 
4” $9.99 
5” $14.99
7” $24.99

item 6230

item 6225

item 7462
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Turbo
Grind, shape and bevel. Diamond

4” grinding wheel specially
formulated for stone work; great

for granite. 5/8”-11 arbor. 

Medium $99.99 
Coarse $99.99 

Continuous Resin Cushion
4”, perfect for angle grinders. 

No bounce, best grinding and shaping 
tool ever, great for marble & granite.

5/8”-11 arbor. 

Coarse $99.99 item 3098

Segmented
4” diamond cup wheel for
mark removal, de-burring, 

rough surface grinding.

5/8”-11 arbor. 
$99.99 item 6251

item 3102

6” PROFILE WHEEL
Fast clean profiling of marble or granite, 
5/8” arbor, use on 1-1/2 HP belt driven wet saws.

Use granite wheel on granite & porcelain.
MK 6” wheel for Marble $149.99   
MK 6” wheel for Granite $239.99 

6” MARBLE PROFILE WHEEL
Profile and cut marble in one pass.
5/8” arbor, use on 1-1/2 HP belt driven wet saws.

6” dia. 3/8” radius wheel. 
For marble only. 
$299.99  item 5842  
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item 6252

item 6253

6” VACUUM BRAZED PROFILE WHEEL
Profile marble or granite.
5/8” arbor, use on 1-1/2 HP belt driven wet saws.

$159.99 item 6254 

Available in 3/8” and 1/2” radius. 

Available in 3/8” and 1/2” radius. 

4” RESIN FILLED CUP WHEELS
Aggressive, chip-free grinding and finishing.
5/8”-11 arbor.

Fine White                     
Medium Yellow
Coarse Blue 

$69.99 item 7542 
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Fullbull  
Fullbull  
Fullbull     
Semibull
3/8” Radius
Ogee    
Ogee    

V20
V30
V40
1-30
A20
F20
F30

$258.99  
$323.99  
$388.99  
$279.99  
$254.99 
$214.99 
$312.99 

DIAMOND ROUTER BITS
Economical, fast cutting for most router types, 8mm & 10mm bolts included.
Precision engineered diamond router bits provide maximum productivity.
Use on granite and harder materials.

Item 7498

1/2 MALE x 10mm FEMALE ADAPTOR
Adaptor for Flex LWW2106VR

$43.99 item 7499 

LWW2106VR FLEX EDGE MILLING MACHINE
This portable unit quickly pays for itself in production operations.
Recommended for milling and grinding profiles and contours along the edges
of natural stone slabs. For use on sinks, kitchen countertops and tables.
Can be used on both straight and curved edges.
The ergonomic design of this two-handed unit and the “easy-glide” base 
ensure precise work without operator fatigue.
Powerful 115V, 15 AMP variable speed motor.
Pressure and cutting speed can be ideally matched to the material.
Features include water feed, corrosion protected aluminum 
guide carriage with plastic balls, G 1/2” spindle thread and a
GFI circuit breaker built into the power supply cord.
Speed : 1800 - 5500 RPM
For slab thicknesses of  3/4” - 1-3/4” (20 to 40mm).
Weight: 22 lbs

$1394.99 item 6610 SHIPPING $10.00
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Diamond bit not included.

FURY BREAKER BIT
Using a pre-shaping breaker will
decrease the use of cup wheels and 
maintain the shape of router bits for longer periods.
Can be used on 2, 3 or 4 cm material. 

$235.99 item 7541
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MARSHALLTOWN NOTCHED TROWELS
DuraSoft handles are well known for their soft feel which reduces fatigue, 
yet offers excellent durability.
Offering a resilient comfortable, soft grip over a hard polypropylene core,
these handles are impervious to water and retain their positive grip even when wet.
Notched trowels for the professional tile setter.
These trowels have the hardest blade available 11” x 4-1/2”.
Curved camel back handle.

Wood      $10.79 each 
DuraSoft $12.49 each 

780S
1/4”x3/16”x1/4”
Ceramic wall tile

771S
3/16”x5/32”x3/16”
Ceramic wall tile

717S
1/4”x1/4”x1/2”

702S
1/4”x1/4”x1/4”

Ceramic tile
in thin set mortar

719S
9/16”x3/4”x3/8”

716S
1/4”x1/4”x3/8”

 

776S
1/4”x1/4”x3/8”

Quarry tile & pavers

775S
1/2”x1/2”x1/2”

Ceramic floor tile

718S
1/4”x1/4”x1/4”

710SD
1/4”x1/4”x1/4”

Ceramic tile
in thin set mortar

709SD
1/4”x1/4”x3/8”

Quarry tile & pavers
 

708SD
1/4”x3/16”x1/4”
Ceramic wall tile

711SD
1/2”x1/2”x1/2”

Ceramic floor tile

MARSHALLTOWN 16” NOTCHED TROWELS
DuraSoft Handle $16.79 each 

770S
15/32”x1/2”x15/32”

Ceramic wall tile

15/32

item 6265

item 6255

item 6260
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XTRALITE  FINISHING TROWELS
Highest grade high carbon spring steel blade. 
Resilient DuraSoft handle provides a soft feel, 
reduces fatigue, and offers excellent durability.

All our XTRALITE trowels come with Camel handle. 

   12” x 4” $23.99 

   12” x 5” $23.99 
   13” x 5” $24.99 
   14” x 4” $25.99 
  16” x 4” $27.99 
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MARGIN TROWELS
Forged high grade steel, made in the USA.

Wood handle 5” x 2”$8.69
 Wood handle 6” x 2”$9.69

    Wood handle 8” x 2”$14.09 
DURASOFT handle 5” x 2”$10.49 
DURASOFT handle 6” x 2”$11.29 

NOTCHED MARGIN TROWELS
Forged high grade steel, made in the USA.

5” x 2”   1/4 x 1/4 Square $8.69 
5” x 2”   3/16”  V Notch   $8.69

ECONOMY MARGIN TROWEL
5” x 2”$4.29 item 1030

TILE SETTER’S TROWEL
Forged from a single piece of high grade steel.

Size 7” x 4-3/8”, best quality buttering tool available.

$16.29 item 1063

POINTING TROWEL
Forged from a single piece of high carbon steel.

Size 6” x 2-3/4”.

$9.79 item 4760

item 6270

item 6280

item 5337
item 6275

item 5336
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BARWALT ULTRALIFE 
TROWEL SYSTEM
Top quality stainless steel blade 12”x 4-1/2”.
Thicker than your traditional trowel blade which means longer life.
Handle is made of high-impact glass-filled, chemically resistant nylon 
with a comfortable texture cushion grip for good control.
Trowel carrying case holds up to seven blades. 
A complete trowel will act as a handle and lid for the case.

Trowel handle & latch $4.99 each 
Carrying case $5.49 each 
Trowel blades $7.49 each  
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BARWALT HOLLOW 
LEAVE-IN SPACERS
1/8”   500 pcs per box $6.39
3/16” 500 pcs per box $6.39
1/4”   400 pcs per box $6.39
3/8”   300 pcs per box $6.39
1/2”   200 pcs per box $6.39
T Spacers
1/8”   500 pcs per box $6.39
3/16” 500 pcs per box $6.39
1/4”   500 pcs per box $6.39
Granite Spacer 
Granite 1/16”    500 pcs per box $6.39 ( 1/16”, need 
to be removed)

Item TB

item TB

item 5222
item 5221

item 6295

item 6300
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PRECISION BRAND TILE SPACERS
Thin bags
1/16” 300 pcs per bag $2.09
1/8”   200 pcs per bag $2.09
3/16” 150 pcs per bag $2.09 
1/4”   100 pcs per bag $2.09 
Regular bags
1/8”   200 pcs per bag $2.09 
3/16” 150 pcs per bag $2.09 
1/4”   100 pcs per bag $2.09
Regular long bags
1/8”   150 pcs per bag $2.09
3/16” 100 pcs per bag $2.09
1/4”     75 pcs per bag $2.09 
Regular T bags
1/8”   200 pcs per bag $2.09
3/16” 150 pcs per bag $2.09 
1/4”   100 pcs per bag $2.09
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Wedges
450 pcs per jar $5.19 
Super Wedges 75 pcs per jar $5.19 
Gripper Wedges 550 pcs per jar $6.59

Thin long bags
1/8”    150 pcs per bag $2.09
3/16”  100 pcs per bag $2.09
1/4”      75 pcs per bag $2.09
Regular boxes
1/8”  1600 pcs per box $7.79
3/16”  850 pcs per box $7.79 
1/4”    550 pcs per box  $7.79
Regular long boxes
1/8” 1100 pcs per box $7.79
3/16” 600 pcs per box $7.79
1/4”   400 pcs per box $7.79 
Regular T boxes
1/8” 1600 pcs per box $7.79 
3/16” 850 pcs per box $7.79 
1/4”   650 pcs per box $7.79 

Remove 1000 sq. ft. of tile spacers
in under 20 minutes!

SPACER PULLER
$5.59 item 1054

SPACER CHASER
$7.99 item 5841

Repl. Hook $2.25 item 84441

Save time - Save money

Item 6301

Item 6315

Item 6310

Item 6305

Item 6320

Item 6305

Item 6310

Item 6315

Item 6320

TAVY TILE SPACERS
Easy to install - Easy to remove

100 pcs per bag   $5.99 
100 pcs per bag   $5.99 

100 pcs per bag   $5.99
100 pcs per bag   $5.99
100 pcs per bag   $5.99
100 pcs per bag   $5.99

   500 pcs per box   $24.99
   500 pcs per box   $24.99
   500 pcs per box   $24.99
   500 pcs per box   $24.99
   500 pcs per box   $24.99
   500 pcs per box   $24.99

1/32”
1/16”
1/8”
3/16”
1/4”
3/8”

1/32”
1/16”
1/8”
3/16”
1/4”
3/8”

Item 6345
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SIRI LEAVE-IN SPACERS
MADE IN ITALY

250 pcs per bag   $1.99 
250 pcs per bag   $1.99 

250 pcs per bag   $2.89
250 pcs per bag   $4.99

   1000 pcs per bag   $8.99
   1000 pcs per bag   $8.99

     1000 pcs per bag   $10.49
    500 pcs per bag    $8.99

1/8”
3/16”
1/4”
3/8”

item 7606

Wedges
250 pcs per bag $3.99 
1000 pcs per bag $8.99

item 7600

1/8”
3/16”
1/4”
3/8”

707S DU BARRY GLOVES
20 mil, super rugged, special non-skid grip, flocked liner. 
Easy-on and easy-off.

Medium $2.99 
Large $2.99
Extra Large $2.99 

item 6425

item 7605

SMART FLOAT
Super sharp edges last 30% longer 
than traditional floats.
Reuse the handle over and over again; just replace the rubber. 
Most economical way to buy floats.
Works great on walls and floors.
Super lightweight float.

Handle with 1 float pad $12.99
Replacement rubber pad $5.59

item 136

HORSESHOE SHIMS
Great for marble and granite installation. Enables the installer to lift both 
corners of the material to align the joints and give a uniform joint appearance.
Easy to install and remove after setting. They are color coded.

1/16” 
1/8’’  
3/16” 
1/4” 

item 7749

270 pcs per box Blue $12.59 
160 pcs per box Black $9.09  
120 pcs per box Gray $7.99
95 pcs per box   Green $6.99 
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GUM RUBBER FLOAT
 Plastic handle, aluminum back.

Beige gum rubber 10”x 4”  $6.99 

Ultralight 2000 Floats
New handle for the Ultralight floats you know and love. 
This handle shape is a favorite of professionals the world over with a
space age material that will give you a firm, comfortable grip like no other.
MADE IN THE USA.

Q.E.P. GUM RUBBER FLOATS
                 9-1/2”x 4”  7.49 

      Oversize 12”x 4” $9.29
     Toe space 12”x 3”$9.99 

item 6351

item 6352

item 6353

FLOOR GROUTING FLOAT   
Float the grout into the joints with the rubber and foam flexible blades.

Includes 5 foot long hardwood handle.
Grout standing-up, save your knees.
Replacement rubber strips available.

$33.99 item 10192  
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Q.E.P. MARGIN FLOAT
Cream color gum rubber bottom.

6” x 2” $4.99 item 2031

Solid green rubber float, best for epoxy    $16.79  
Beige gum rubber, for non sanded grout   $11.99 
Oversize (12-3/4”x3-3/4”) wall float green  $14.99   
Green surface float, best for all normal tile  $12.99 
Toe space green surface float, for all tile   $14.59  

X-LITE RUBBER FLOAT
Aluminum backing plate. 

Dense rubber pad is designed for tile grouting.
Solid green float, edges of the hardened pad can be resharpened.
Hold at a 45  angle for grouting and at a 90  angle to clean tile.

  Beige gum rubber 9”x4” $8.79 
Beige gum rubber 12”x4”  $10.99
              Solid green 9”x4” $12.99 

item 6355
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XL HYDRO SPONGE
This hydrophilic sponge comes from Greece and is considered the 
finest sponge in the world. This sponge has the ability to pick up 
water yet leave the grout behind. Do not be fooled by other sponges 
that look close to this one, they are not the same.

Only $1.09 each!*  
*450 Pcs Bale Quantity $490.50 item 1066

1 - 49
50 - 449
450 bale

  

  $1.79 each    

  $1.59 each                      

  $1.09 each     

Extra Large, 7-1/2” x 5-1/4” x 2-3/8”      
             

Buy a Bale
Only $1.09 each!* 

Item 1066

$1.99 each    

$1.79 each    

$1.49 each          

$1.30 each            

HYDRA SCRUBBING SPONGE
Tile grout sponge on one side and a scrubbing sponge on the other.

Wipe off tile grout or remove grout haze and epoxy grout.

6-5/8” x  4-1/4” x 2-1/4” $1.89 each  item  1070

Two sponges in one.

HYDRA TILE GROUT SPONGE
The original fine pore sponges,  American made hydrophilic sponge.
Denser and more durable than any imported similar sponge, excellent for 
removing excess grout, rinse clean, the closest to a natural sponge.

Medium, 6-1/4” x 4” x 2”  
1 - 49
50 - 99
100 mini bale
800 bale

$1.49 each    

$1.39 each    

$1.19 each          

$1.00 each            

Extra Large, 7-1/2” x 5-1/4” x 2-3/8”      
             1 - 49
50 - 99
100 mini bale
450 bale

Item 1069

Item 1067

Item 10691

Item 10671

EPOXY SPONGE
A scrubbing sponge used to clean and remove epoxy grout and grout 
haze. HYDRA epoxy sponges are specially formulated for epoxy grout.
Two grades available, black (standard) and orange (premium).

Black (standard) $0.99 

Orange (premium) $1.59 
item 1068
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PRECISION SCRUB PADS
Kit of two pads with one removable handle.
10” x 4-1/2” x 1”. 
Beige, best for highly glazed wall tile.
Green, best for sanded & epoxy grout.

Kit  $10.49   item  1084

Individual pads 
$4.29 each  Green   item  10831 
Beige   item  1083
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KRONEN GROUT CLEANING SYSTEM
This complete system will cut your grouting time by
30% to 50% and you will never squeeze a sponge again! 
Comes with a large bucket and two sturdy spiral rollers 
designed to direct the flow into the bucket.
Sponges attach with industrial velcro.
Kit includes one handle and two slitted sponges.

$79.99  item 4774 SHIPPING $5.00

Replacement slitted sponge 5-1/2” x 11” $4.99 
Replacement handle with slitted sponge  $10.29 

BARWALT ULTRA 
GROUT CLEANING SYSTEM
This complete system will cut your grouting time by
30% to 50% and you will never squeeze a sponge again! 
Large bucket and 3 rollers, sponges attach with industrial velcro.
Kit includes two ultra-comfortable cushioned grip handles with 
grout sponges, one for walls and the other for floors.
New added bonus; abrasive and non abrasive scrub pads 
supplied at no extra charge.

$104.99  item 5795 SHIPPING $5.00
Replacement sponge for walls 6” x 11-1/2” $4.59 
Replacement sponge for floors 5-1/4” x 13-1/2” $4.99 
Replacement wall handle with sponge $12.49 
Replacement floor handle with sponge $13.29 
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Item 6335

Item 6340

PRO WASH BUCKET
Easy Grout Clean Up!
Three rollers designed for maximum water extraction.
Sponge comes with backer plate, no adhesive necessary.
Includes one hand grip with brown sponge.

$69.99 item 7310   SHIPPING $5.00

Replacement brown sponge for hand grip 5” x 12” $7.49 
Replacement yellow sponge for hand grip 5” x 12” $7.49
Replacement yellow slitted sponge for hand grip 5” x 12” $7.49 
Replacement  hand grip with yellow sponge $12.99
Replacement handle only $3.99

BEST SELLER!

item 7575
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Clean grout joints standing up!
Works on walls and floors.
Comes with backer plate, no adhesive necessary. 
Cut time by 30% to 50%.
Save hours of back breaking work, 
works on walls and floors. 
Comes with backer plate, no adhesive necessary. 
New sponge lasts 5,000 sq.ft. on average. 
Includes aluminum pole with brown sponge, and brown wall sponge. 
Plastic bucket with heavy duty metal grid.
Rear wheels for mobility.

$199.99 item 7300  SHIPPING $16.00

Replacement brown sponge for hand grip 5” x 12” $7.49 
Replacement yellow sponge for hand grip 5” x 12” $7.49
Replacement yellow slitted sponge for hand grip 5” x 12” $7.49 
Replacement handle only $3.99

Replacement yellow sponge for pole 5” x 17” $8.39
Replacement brown sponge for pole 5” x 17” $8.39
Replacement yellow floor sponge with metal backer plate $31.49
Replacement pole $13.69

SKIPPER GROUT CLEANING SYSTEM
Never before has grout clean-up been this easy!
Roller system designed for maximum water extraction.
Sponge comes with backer plate, no adhesive necessary.
Includes one hand grip and one regular sponge.

$72.99 item 4600   SHIPPING $5.00

Handle only $6.49 
Replacement sponge 5” x 12” $7.59 
Replacement slitted sponge 5” x 12” $7.59 
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SPEEDY ROLLER GROUT CLEANING SYSTEM

item 7301

item 7575

PEDALO GROUT CLEANING SYSTEM
Save hours of back breaking work. Works on walls and floors.
Cut clean-up time by 30% to 50%.
Includes aluminum pole with sponge, hand grip & sponge.
Comes with backer plate, no adhesive necessary.

$249.99 item 5685  SHIPPING $18.00

Replacement yellow sponge for pole 5” x 17” $8.99
Replacement brown sponge for pole 5” x 17” $8.99
Replacement epoxy sponge for pole 5” x 17” $19.99
Replacement pole with yellow sponge $44.99 
Replacement pole with brown sponge $44.99 
Replacement brown sponge for hand grip 6-1/2” x 13-3/4” $8.99 
Replacement yellow sponge for hand grip 6-1/2” x 13-3/4” $8.99
Replacement epoxy sponge for hand grip 6-1/2” x 13-3/4” $17.99
Hand sponge handle only $6.49

Item 6395

Item 6396
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Sponges are easily changed and are 
available for epoxy grout and sanded grout.

BERTA ADVANCED ELECTRIC SPONGE
Cleaning large grouted areas is quick and easy with the Berta electric grout cleaning machine.
The sponge rotates slowly as the machine is pulled backwards at a 45 degree angle to the grout 
joint, leaving the joints full and cleaning in one pass. 
20% lighter than the original Berta; new features include a longer more ergonomic adjustable 
handle and quick-disconnect sponge drum for fast sponge replacement.
The sponge rotates thru a water sump and is cleaned before contacting the floor again. 
Use the Raimondi Pedalo to clean the floor edges. 

Sponge for sanded grout and ground fault interrupter included.
Sponges last approximately 5000 sq.ft. 

$1749.99 item 3041  SHIPPING $80.00

Defoamer $12.99 item 30431
Replacement Sanded Grout Sponge 

$82.99 item 3042  SHIPPING $4.00  
Replacement Epoxy Grout Sponge 

$124.99 item 3043 SHIPPING $4.00
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Complete solution to grouting and cleaning large areas, 
the Maxititina Floor Machine, Grout Rake and Berta Electric Sponge.
A must have system for areas of 3000 sq. ft. or larger!
Maxititina - will float a floor quickly and easily with its 19” power grouting paddle. 
Grout Rake with Pole - used to pull back excess material.
Berta - cleans the grout area at 800-1000 sq.ft. per hour, 
standing up! It leaves the grout joint evenly full in one pass.

MAXITITINA    
2 Speeds, 55 & 110 RPM.
Power grouting with the Maxititina is quick and easy. The grout is dumped out across 
the tiled area in uniform, manageable amounts. Then, the Maxititina is used to spread the 
grout out and pack the joints full. The material is moved in a backward direction.

19” grouting paddle & ground fault interrupter included.
$1599.99 item 1019  SHIPPING $80.00

GROUT RAKE 
After several grout rows have been filled with the Maxititina, the Grout Rake 
is used to pull back the excess material, then the process is repeated.

$36.99 item 10191

Cleans 800 to 
1000 sq. feet 

per hour!

Multi-function machine, clean or grind floors.
Available attachments include water tank, 
twist lock backer pad, 17” felt disc holder, 
white nylon brush, sand paper or 
metal carbide grinding plate holding disc.
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STELLA   
Dual Speeds, 55 & 110 RPM.
Multi function machine; grouts, cleans or grinds floors.
Perfect for 1500 sq.ft. or larger areas.
High quality machine made in Italy.
Grouting speed is 55 RPM; all other applications use 110 RPM.

19” grouting paddle, water tank 
& ground fault interrupter included.
$1099.99 item 4000  SHIPPING $80.00
Grouting Paddle $119.99 item 4203

Floor Pad Holder $72.99 item 4206

Nylon Spike Pad Driver $82.99 item 4204 

Nylon Brush $69.99 item 42001 

SPOMATIC ELECTRIC SPONGE
17” cleaning width makes cleaning large grouted areas quick and 
easy with the RUBI SPOMATIC electric grout cleaning machine.
The sponge rotates slowly as the machine is pulled backwards at a 
45 deg. angle to the grout joint, leaving the joints full and cleaning 
in one pass. Adjustable roller with direct water injection rinses 
the sponge thoroughly with less wear and tear on the sponge.

Sponge for sanded grout included.
Sponges last approximately 5000 sq.ft. 

$1299.99 item 7000  SHIPPING $72.00*
*Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.

Defoamer 13.5 oz. $12.99 item 30431
Repl. Sanded Grout Sponge 

$76.99 item 7001  SHIPPING $4.00  
Repl. Extended Life Plus Grout Sponge 

$146.99 item 7003 SHIPPING $4.00
Repl. Epoxy Grout Sponge 

$96.99 item 7002 SHIPPING $4.00

Cleans 800 to 
1000 sq. feet 

per hour!

Sponges are easily changed 
and are available for epoxy 

grout and sanded grout.

PULIRAPID GROUT CLEANING SYSTEM
Never before has grout clean-up been this easy!
Three durable rollers prevent you from ever having to squeeze a sponge.
Sponge comes with backer plate, no adhesive necessary.
Includes one hand grip and one regular sponge.

$104.99 item 6695   SHIPPING $5.00

Handle only $6.49 
Replacement sponge 5” x 12” $7.59 
Replacement slitted sponge 5” x 12” $7.59  

Item 6396
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THE BUCKET DOLLY
WILL HOLD A BUCKET VERTICALLY OR ON A 45 DEGREE ANGLE

Great for moving a heavy bucket over floors.
Will not scratch any surface.Weighs only 4 lbs.

Fits all 5 & 3-1/2 gal buckets.
Sturdy & stable, 150 lbs capacity, 5 casters.

$29.99 each  item 5500 

Buy three $26.99 each

5 GALLON BUCKET
Made from heavy gauge plastic.

$4.95 each  item 7456

HEAVY DUTY FOLDING DOLLY
Weighs only 3 lbs.
300 lbs capacity.

11” x 13” $34.99 each  item 5887

11” x 24” $42.99 each  item 5888 
 

RAZORBACKER
FIBER-CEMENT CUTTER
Looking for the quickest, cleanest way to install tile?
RAZORBACKER slices through HARDIBACKER 
superfast, easy and straight; cuts great curves too. 
For fiber cement products only, 1/2” or less in thickness. 
There’s no dirty cement dust or grit to scratch enamel or 
ceramics and make your clean-up a headache.
Powered by MILWAUKEE.

$289.99  item 4827 

D28605 1/2” VARIABLE SPEED
CEMENT SHEAR
Powerful, 6.5 Amp, all ball-bearing motor.
Variable speed, 0-2,500 SPM, for increased user control.
Rubber trigger & handle.
Replaceable center & side blades for longer life.
Reversible dual-cutting edge side blades for longer cutting life
and increased productivity.
Head swivels 360 degrees for added convenience.
Cutting accurate curves in fiber cement board is next to 
impossible with a knife; the D28605 can cut a very accurate radius.

$239.99  item D28605 
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4-1/2” ANGLE GRINDER
Extra large paddle switch for 
easy operation.
Heavy-duty 6.4 AMP, 10,000 RPM, weight 3.9 lbs.
5/8”-11 spindle thread.
Labyrinth construction seals motor & bearings.
Small circumference barrel grip for easy handling

$99.99 item 5340

4-1/2” ANGLE GRINDER
High power-to-weight ratio.
Heavy-duty 5.0 AMP, 11,000 RPM, weight 3.1 lbs.
5/8”-11 spindle thread.
Labyrinth construction seals motor & bearings.
Small circumference barrel grip for easy handling.

$79.99 item 5825

D28110 4-1/2” ANGLE GRINDER
Slim, ergonomic tool design provides 
increased comfort.
7.0 AMP, weight 4.1lbs., 11,000 rpm. 
5/8”-11 spindle thread. Quick-change blade release. 
2 position removable side handle provides increased 
comfort and control. 4-1/2” blade diameter with a 5/8”-11 
spindle thread. 

$69.99 item 7286 

DW660 HEAVY DUTY CUT-OUT TOOL
Tool-free bit change for fast and easy bit changing
without a wrench.
5.0 AMP, weight 3.2 lbs., 30,000 RPM.. Slim body design.
Dust-sealed switch for durability and long switch life.  
Includes: solid carbide bit, general purpose bit, drywall bit and 

1/4 & 1/8 collets. $99.99 item 7477

Carbide Repl. Bit $14.49 item 43229

D28494S 7” ANGLE GRINDER
High power 4hp, 6000 rpm motor. 
15.0 AC/DC AMP motor with overload protection.
Low profile gearcase allows for work in tight areas.
5 position side handle provides improved ergonomics.
6000 rpm speed is designed for versatility.
Keyless adjustable guard for easy guard adjustments.
Spindle thread: 5/8” - 11.
Spindle lock. Tool weight: 13.15 lbs. 

$184.99 item D28494S SHIPPING $6.00
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CRESCENT  TILE NIPPER
(FORMALLY Diamond  Brand)
5/8” jaws with carbide tips.
Forged high grade steel, made in the USA.

$35.99  item 4938

SUPERIOR BRAND TILE NIPPER
#80 Offset side biter, 5/8” straight jaws.
#85C Centered, 5/8” jaws with one convex side.
Feature sharp carbide tipped cutting edges as well as handle 
stops with coil spring re-opening action.
They are the finest quality obtainable, plastic grips are included.

$24.99 each

Three pcs or more $22.99 each 
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YELLOW HANDLE TILE NIPPERS
Made in Japan from drop forged steel, 
carbide tips for long life.

$14.99 item 4935

PORCELAIN KING
Porcelain tile nipper, heat treated carbon steel tips 
can be re-sharpened; reinforced center spring, 
cushion grip for comfort.

$18.99  item 4939

R

item 6370

ULTRABITE TILE NIPPER
Revolutionary new nipper, made with the finest carbide ground to perfection.
Will cut porcelain like butter!
New comfortable body and handles with cushioned sleeves that
won’t fall off in use. Testing proved that the ULTRABITE
requires one third the compressive force to cut porcelain tile,
giving you more control when nipping. 
Replaceable carbide teeth!
50% lighter than other GT style nippers!
Stainless steel bearings won’t rust and need less oiling.

$34.99  item 7772

Repl. carbide tips (includes 2 new nuts & wrench) $21.99  item 7773

MARSHALLTOWN 
QUARRY PLIERS
Long 10” handle capable of cutting thicker, harder tile.
5/8” TOSHIBA carbide tips for longer life.

$29.99 item 4765
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MAKITA POWER SCRAPER
Weight 7.7 lbs, 5 AMPS, 12-3/8” long.
Variable speed 0-3200 blows per minute.

$369.99  item 3070 SHIPPING $4.00

2” x 5-7/8” Chisel $19.99 item 3117

1-3/16” x 5-7/8” Chisel $19.99 item 3125

4” Scraper assembly $49.99 item 3072 
4” Scraper blade $34.99 item 3119 
Bull point $15.99 item 3118 

HK0500 SDS-PLUS 
POWER SCRAPER
5.0 amps, 115 V; 2,000 - 3,500 BPM.

Includes 1-1/2” x 10” chisel and plastic case.
Variable speed, SDS-Plus. Weight 6.8 lbs.
Lightweight and easy to handle.
Features a one-touch sliding chuck for easy bit  installation and removal.

$289.99  item 3075 SHIPPING $4.00
1-1/2” x 5-7/8” Chisel $14.99 item 3076 

4” Scraper assembly $63.99 item 3077 
4” Scraper blade $34.99 item 3119

HM1100C SDS-MAX 
DEMO HAMMER
11 amps, 115 V; 1,300 - 2,650 BPM.

Includes plastic case.
Variable speed, SDS-max. Weight 14 lbs.
Chisel not included.
SDS-Max technology gives you a more precise impact and 
reduced friction for increased tool life.

$469.99  item 3136 SHIPPING $8.00
2” X 12” Chisel for Makita Demo Hammer $18.99  item 31361

1” X 12” Chisel for Makita Demo Hammer $13.99  item 31362

12” Bull Point for Makita Demo Hammer $13.99  item 31363

TILE CHISEL
4” x 1/2”, handle with 

comfortable rubber grip.
Perfect for removing floor tile or

wall tile, stone...
Forged from highest carbon steel 

hardened and tempered.

8-3/4” x 4”
$16.99 item 4930
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DeWALT D25600K 
1-3/4” SDS MAX ROTARY HAMMER 
Rubber molded soft grip handle reduces vibration and
increases comfort and grip. 
Electronic variable speed control dial (140 - 280 RPM). 
Blows per minute (1,330 - 2,660). Net weight 13.4 lbs. 
11.5 AMP, impact energy 8 ft-lbs.
Accepts SDS-Max shank rotary bits and hammer steel.
Large trigger switch. 360° swivel side handle for added comfort. 
Two modes - “hammering with rotation” or “hammering only”.
Clutch helps reduce the tool’s reaction to embedded steel, 
should bits “lock-up” while in operation. Includes 360 degree
handle, depth rod and heavy-duty kit box.

$544.99 item 7397

5/8”x13-1/2”    $27.99  
3/4”x13-1/2”    $28.99  
1”x13-1/2”       $35.99
1”x21-1/2”       $39.99
1-1/4”x15”       $54.99
1-1/2”x22-1/2” $82.99
1-3/4”x22-1/2” $99.99

Item 7398

DeWALT SDS MAX 4 FLUTE HAMMER BITS
ROCK CARBIDE tip maximizes carbide surface contact. Open head design 
channels more dust out. Other sizes available upon request. 
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PNEUMATIC LONG REACH SCRAPER
Use chisel for removing concrete, floor tile, vinyl tile etc.
Scraper blade available for vinyl floors, wall tile, thin set etc.
5’ long, one year warranty. Weighs 14 lbs. 
2200 blows per minute. Operates at  90 PSI. 
Air consumption 4.5 SCFM.
Only 1.5 HP compressor required.
4” chisel included 

$449.99   item 2000 

SHIPPING $15.00

Free
4” Chisel

PYTHON ERGONOMIC 
PNEUMATIC SCRAPER
New curved handle design is more comfortable to use.
2200 blows per minute.
Use chisel for removing concrete, floor tile, vinyl tile etc.
Scraper blades available for vinyl floors, wall tile, thin set etc.
5’ long, one year warranty. Weighs 18 lbs. 
Operates at  90 PSI. Air consumption 6 SCFM.
4” chisel included 

$529.99   item 20010

SHIPPING $19.00

Free
4” Chisel

PYTHON & LONG REACH ACCESSORIES:
4” Chisel $49.99 item 2001

Scraper blade holder $58.99 item 2002

4” Scraper blade $15.99 item 2003

8” Scraper blade $16.99 item 20031  
12” Scraper blade $19.99 item 20033
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ALR-ERGONOMIC
PNEUMATIC SCRAPER
New curved handle design is more comfortable to use.
2500 blows per minute.
Use chisel for removing concrete, floor tile, vinyl tile, etc.
Scraper blades available for vinyl floors, wall tile, thin set, etc.
5’ long. Weighs 18.5 lbs. 
Operates at  90 PSI. Air consumption 6-8 SCFM.
4” chisel included 

$715.99 item ALR-E

FREE SHIPPING

ALR-5 5ft CHISEL SCALER & CHISEL
Quick-change, hardened steel tool chuck accepts several accessories.
2500 blows per minute.
Use chisel for removing concrete, floor tile, vinyl tile, etc.
Scraper blades available for vinyl floors, wall tile, thin set, etc.
5’ long, one year warranty. Weighs 16 lbs. 
Operates at  90 PSI. Air consumption 6-8 SCFM.
4” chisel included 

$675.99 item ALR-5 

FREE SHIPPING

BIG STICK
Quick-change, hardened steel chuck accepts Big Stick accessories.
Extra large piston for harder hitting action. 3500 blows per minute.
High strength tubular handle and soft foam hand grips for operator
comfort. Shaft length 57”. Weighs 25 lbs. 
Operates at  90 PSI. Air consumption 12 to 15 SCFM.

3” Breaker chisel included. 
$1099.99 item ALR-BS

FREE SHIPPING

ALR ACCESSORIES:
4” Chisel $49.99 item 7520

Scraper blade holder $63.99 item 7521

4” Scraper blade $14.99 item 7522

8” Scraper blade $16.59 item 7523  
12” Scraper blade $18.29 item 7524

BIG STICK ACCESSORIES:
2” Chisel $59.99 item 7525

3” Chisel $62.99 item 7526
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5 Pc BENT ANGLE STRAIGHT EDGES
Quality hardened extruded aluminum straight edges for
precision tile setting and screeding.
Measures 3-1/2” high with a 1” bent angle, 1/8” thick.

5 Pcs kit  2’, 3’, 4’, 4’10” and 6’ lengths. 
$74.99 item 31382  

SHIPPING $12.00

PRECISION STRAIGHT EDGES
Straight edges are made of tempered aluminum 3” x 7/8”.

5 Pcs Kit  2’2”, 3’, 4’, 4’10” and 6’ lengths, carrying handle included.  
$119.99 item 3138  SHIPPING $12.00
8’ Straight Edge $52.99 item 31381  SHIPPING $10.00
10’& 12’ straight edges available for pick up at our store. Call for prices.

1X4 INCH MAGNESIUM STRAIGHT EDGES
Magnesium is 30% lighter than aluminum. 
Magnesium is also more rigid than aluminum, which makes them tough, yet light. 

6’ Straight Edge $58.99 SHIPPING $8.00
8’ Straight Edge $75.99 SHIPPING $10.00
10’ & 12’ straight edges available for pick up at our store. Call for prices.

KRICK KROCK WALL LEVELING GUIDE  
Krick Krock wall leveling guides will help ensure that your 
starting row of tile is level, even though the floor may not be. 
Set your straight edge and your level, then adjust by turning the knobs. 
Start your row of tile using the top of the straight edge. 
When your tile has cured properly remove guides, 
and simply cut and install your base row of tiles.

$62.99 (pair) item 5881

item 6022
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EZ-CUT ADJUSTABLE PATTERN TOOL 
Kit consists of five 1”x 12” lockable straight edges.
The straight edges can be locked at any angle 
by pressing the sticks together.
Make accurate complex cuts.
No more waste of tile due to mistakes.
Saves hours in cutting time.
Makes diagonal cuts as fast as straight.

Makes the novice a professional and saves the professional time.

$20.99 item 4766 

MEASURERIGHT PRO
No more mismarking on crooked walls.

80% faster than the traditional way of marking cuts.
Easily marks diagonal cuts, brick joints, borders etc.

Pays for itself on the first job. Accommodates any size grout joint.
17” MeasureRight Pro   for 10”-17” tile and 

30” MeasureRight Pro   for 17”-30” tile.

FREE instructional CD video with each tool.
17” $26.99  
30” $34.99  

item 6325

TM

TM

RAIMONDI ALL ANGLE CUTTING GUIDE
This device calculates your tile cuts at any angle to the wall or ceiling,

taking all the guesswork out of your tile cuts. Simply lock the tile into the 
adjustable metal corner on the main handle, adjust the top metal-T portion 

to the wall, then mark the back of your tile for a perfect cut every time.

         $44.99  item 5907

4” REPLACEABLE BLADE SCRAPER
Ideal for removing materials such as adhesive, grout or cement.
Angled blades for easy scraping.

Scraper with 18” handle $13.99
Scraper with adjustable handle (36” to 56”) $15.99   
Replacement blades 10 per tube  $2.99 item 5102 
Replacement blades 100 per box $19.99  item 5103

item 6418

4” SUPER SCRAPER
Removes vinyl and ceramic tile, thin set, grout etc.
Durable sliding handle providing a unique “hammer action”, 
as well as a hardened steel end cap for use as or with a hammer.

Super Scraper $37.99 item 6412 
4” Repl. Blade $5.99 item 6413 

Includes a 4” scraper blade & special grout removal tool. 
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CRAIN 795 TOE-KICK SAW KIT
Designed for cutting underlayment in toe-kick areas!
Cuts flush to the wall with a maximum depth of 3/4”.
2-1/2 HP motor, 11 AMP with helical gears for greater durability.
Weight 11 lbs, larger handles for improved control.
Includes carbide tipped blade and carrying case.

$229.99  item 6758

3-3/8” Replacement Blade $20.49  item 6761 

CRAIN 812 SUPER SAW KIT
Fully undercuts inside corners!
6-1/2” blade, 13 AMP motor. Blade speed 4800 RPM, weight 12.5 lbs.
New redesigned Super Saw, with vacuum fitting.
For undercutting walls, wood doorjambs and doors.
Masonry blade, carbide tipped steel blade and case included.
Fully undercuts inside corners.
Precise height adjustment from flush to 1-1/4”.

$294.99  item 6756

6-1/2” Carbide Replacement Blade $26.79  item 6759 

CRAIN 820 HEAVY DUTY UNDERCUT SAW
Larger & more powerful!
6-1/2” blade, 8.15 AMP.
Blade speed 8000 RPM, weight 9.5 lbs.
For undercutting walls, wood doorjambs and doors.
Cuts inside corners and under most toe spaces.
Maximum depth of cut is 1-3/4”.
Precise height adjustment from flush to 1”.

$239.99  item 6757

6-1/2” Carbide Replacement Blade $26.79  item 6759 

CRAIN 821/822 BLADES
821-40 tooth, carbide-tipped. 
Best for undercutting along walls and door jambs. 
For the Crain 812 and 820 saws

$26.79  item 6759
822- segmented diamond blade.
For dry undercutting tile, stone, concrete and brick.  
For the Crain 812 and 820 saws.

$38.99  item 822

CRAIN 787/788/789 BLADES
787 blade, 3-3/8”, for the Crain Toe-Kick saw. Depth of cut 3/4”. 

$19.99 item 6761
788 blade, 2-3/4”, for the Crain Toe-Kick saw. Depth of cut 3/8”. 

$20.99 item 788
789 diamond blade, 3-3/8”, for the Crain Toe-Kick saw. Depth of cut 3/4”. 

$23.99 item 789
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JAMBY UNDERCUT SAW KIT
Cuts inside corners and under toe kicks.
Height adjustment from 3/16” to 1-1/8”.
Kit includes 4-1/2” carbide tip blade & carrying case.

JAMBY $189.99 item 5805

4-1/2” Replacement blade $15.99 item 5806

SUPER 6 JAMB SAW
Larger & more powerful!
6” blade 7.5 AMP.
For undercutting wood doorjambs and wood cove base.
Cuts inside corners and under toe kicks.
Spindle thread 5/8”-11.
Precise height adjustment from flush to 1-1/16”.

$224.99  item 5819

6” Replacement Blade $29.99  item 5844 

a SQUARE

4’ x 4’ x 45  layout triangle
$69.99 item  5597 SHIPPING $6.00
3’ x 4’ x 5’ layout triangle
$49.99 item  5595  SHIPPING $5.00

TM

The ONLY Folding 
4’ x 4’ x 45 degree 

layout triangle.

EASIER - FASTER - 
MORE ACCURATE SAVES TIME & MONEY
BY MAKING IT POSSIBLE FOR ONE MAN TO PERFORM THE TASK OF TWO.
Made of aircraft grade anodized aluminum. Built to withstand rugged handling, Easy to clean, won’t rust.

DURASOFT UNDERCUT SAW
NEW
Undercut door jambs and other wall base obstacles.
Specially shaped 12” long blade allows right or left hand cutting.
Aggressive tooth pattern for quick cuts.

$19.99  item 5603 

12” Replacement Blade $12.99  item 5604  
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GROUT SAW
For removal of old grout. 

$5.99 item 1065

Repl. blades $2.99 item 3141

GROUT SCRAPER
For removal of old grout, 2 tips included. 

$12.59 item 5840

Diamond shape repl. tip $5.99 item 5763

Triangle shape repl. tip $5.99 item 5762

GROUT GRABBER
GROUT REMOVAL TOOL

The Grout Grabber fits in reciprocating saws and quickly removes grout from floors. 
Accommodates any joint size from 1/8” to 1/2” by simply adding or subtracting blades.

Fits most variable speed reciprocating saws.Kit includes blade holder and one carbide blade.

 Grout Grabber Kit $24.99 item 5838

Carbide Replacement Blade $9.99 each item 5843

Use with variable speed 
reciprocating saws.

DeWALT DW304PK 
RECIPROCATING SAW KIT
Recommended for use with Grout Grabber!
Variable Speed trigger.
4 position blade clamp to allow better reach in tight fitting applications.
Weight 7 lbs, 10 AMP motor delivers full 1-1/8” cutting stroke length.
Heavy duty case, metal cutting blade and manual included.

$119.99  item 7285

GROUT & CREVICE BRUSH
Long lasting nylon bristles.

7/8” trim, 8-1/8” plastic handle.

$1.99 item 7760

SILVER FOXTAIL DUSTER
Cleans grout film from ceramic tile.

Stiff bristles with soft ends.

13-1/2” long hardwood block, including handle.

$6.99 item 7766
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STRINGA-LEVEL
Attach and level a continuous stringer on which to stack heavy or large
format tile vertically. Created to be re-used over and over again, will 
quickly conform to any wall, regardless of shape or contour.
Interlocking straight or flexible sections, with leveling bubbles built 
into each piece to ensure accuracy and precision.
Flexible sections are 13” long, 1-1/4” wide, 2” high, for corners.
Rigid sections are 27” long, 1-1/4” wide, 2” high for straight walls.

Standard Kit 2 flexible sections, 4 rigid sections $124.99  
Contractor Kit 10 flexible sections, 10 rigid sections $339.99
Rigid Sections each $24.99
Flexible Sections each $22.49
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QUICK-PITCH
“Goof Proof”, simple, quick and easy shower installations. 
A center ring is placed over the drain and the tapered float sticks are attached,
leaving you with a perfect 1/4” fall per 12” run. 
The Standard Kit fits 3’ x 5’ showers. 
Extra float sticks are for custom shaped showers, 
and extended float sticks are used where the walls are more than 3 ft. 
(but less than 6 ft) from the floor drain.  

Kit  6 1”to 1-3/4”tapered float sticks, 36” long, 1 center ring, $28.99  
Center Ring Each $4.29
Extra Float Sticks 1” to 1-3/4”tapered, 9Pcs, 36” long $31.99
Extended Sticks 1-3/4”to 2-1/2”tapered. 8Pcs, 36” long $31.99

item 6381

KIRB-PERFECT
Build a perfect shower curb every time with the new Kirb-Perfect®. 
Use with or without a 2 x 4 wood curb on any size shower. 
Kirb-Perfect® is designed to be used with a pan liner.
Easily cut with hacksaw, PVC cutters or grinder. 
Economical, lightweight non-rotting plastic.
Works great with the Quick Pitch System.
Kirb-Perfect® Kit includes: 2 side panels - 5-1/2” H x 30” L. 
1 top panel - 4-1/2” W 2”x 30” L.

Kit $15.99  

item 6382

item 6383

TM

®

®

PRE-PITCH
Stay in place screeding tool for use underneath shower pan liners. 
Creates the proper sub floor slope (1/4” per ft.) needed underneath 
the panliner to direct the water towards the weep holes.
By having a pitch under the pan liner, water that passes through 
the mud bed is now directed to the weep holes instead of being 
trapped between the mud bed and the liner.
Easily cut with hacksaw, PVC cutters or grinder.
Use on wood sub-flooring or concrete floors.
Economical, lightweight non-rotting plastic.
Prepitch Kit includes: 6 float sticks, 1/8” to 7/8” x 36” long.
Extended Kit includes: 6 float sticks, 7/8” to 1-5/8” x 36” long.

Pre-Pitch  6 1/8” to 7/8” tapered float sticks, 36” long. $18.99  
Extended Sticks 7/8” to 1-5/8” tapered. 6Pcs, 36” long. $24.99 item 6384

®
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4” SUCTION CUP
$14.99  item 1039

4” DUAL SUCTION CUP
Heavy duty aluminum construction, for large tile & stone.

$36.99  item 5965 

4” SUCTION CUP
Use when installing tile and stone.

Holds 100 lbs.

$11.99  item 1040

4” SUPER GRIP
Works on porous materials and textured tile.

Has a felt rim under the suction cup. 

$19.99  item 1038

TAVY THIN-SKIN 
The TAVY Thin-Skin Two Part Underlayment System was developed to provide
an underlayment for tile that could be installed over any surface without adding
additional height, as opposed to current underlayments.
Lightweight and easy to transport (less than 15 lbs. per 100 square feet). 
No dusty mess to clean up. One roll of TAVY Thin-Skin Underlayment
and one gallon of TAVY Thin-Skin #007 Glue will cover 100 square feet.
Provides crack suppression up to 1/8” over concrete.

Thin Skin $42.99 item 6460

 

Adhesive $12.99 item 6461  

SHIPPING $4.00

SIRI RING FOR SUCTION CUP
Works on porous material and textured tile, fits any models. Peel-off adhesive foam ring enables suction on uneven surfaces. 

$2.25 each  item 5730 

GROUT BAGS
Premium grout bag 12”x 24” for greater grout capacity.
Easy cutoff, soft molded-in tip allows controlled flow.

White plastic
$3.99 each 
Black vinyl
$3.99 each  

Optional Metal Tip $0.99 each  

Item 6405
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PRECISION - ULTRALIGHT KNEE PADS
Waterproof non-skid, easy on your work surface.
Two gum rubber straps and foam liner inside.
Weigh only 10 ounces each.

KN-1 $15.99 item 1041  

KN-3 $19.99 item 1042  
Same features of the KN-1 plus a rivet free rigid hard shell.

Replacement gum rubber straps (4Pcs) $4.50 item 10411

Replacement liners (2Pcs) $6.90 item 10412

Replacement buttons (8Pcs) $4.20 item 5323

KNEE PRO ULTRA FLEX III
Hard plastic outer shells are extremely strong.
Hinged for ease of movement 
while kneeling, or working.
1/2” closed cell inner foam pad.
Non marking grip-strip on any surface.

$21.99 item 1044  

SUPERSOFT KNEEPADS
These are the only kneepads that can be worn 
with short pants and not irritate your legs! 
Soft neoprene pads protect knees for extended kneeling. 
Patented design of the supersoft kneepad includes a unique front fastening system. 
The Supersoft has no buckles or velcro fasteners behind or on the side of the leg. 
Urethane coating for added protection and durability. 

$21.99 item 7545  
 

SUPERSOFT XL KNEEPADS
Leatherhead kneepads last longer. 
Soft neoprene pads protect knees. 
Patented design of the supersoft kneepad
includes a unique front fastening system. 
The Supersoft has no buckles or velcro 
fasteners behind or on the side of the leg. 
Leather or urethane coating for added 
protection and durability. 

XL $37.99 

Leatherhead $41.99 
 

item 7546
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RACATAC
Speed & comfort for a demanding job.

Comfortable webspring seat.
Adjusts from 11.5”  to 15.5” high.

Thick foam inner knee pads for all day comfort.
2” polyurethane ball bearing casters.
Weighs 8 lbs, max capacity 300 lbs.

$169.99 item 5952 SHIPPING $4.00

New Chest Support 
$69.99 item 6426 

Replacement liners (2Pcs) $8.99 item 5962

MASTER RAC
Its innovative design supports

your body in most natural kneeling positions.
Kneepads are only 3/4” off of the floor.
Quickly transforms into three designs.

Seven 2” B/B casters and double padded kneepads.
Kneepads adjust front-to-back quickly with knob.

Weighs 13.5  lbs., max capacity 300 lbs.

Includes chest support. 
$255.99 item 6427 SHIPPING $5.00

Replacement liners (2Pcs) $8.99 item 5962

ROLLER KNEE PADS
INCREASE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY

Industrial knee cushions. 
Heavy duty swivel casters. 

Double ball bearing rubber wheels will not scratch tiles.
Light weight, easy to clean, replaceable pads.

$59.99 each item 5780

Replacement liners (2Pcs) $8.99 item 5781

STANLEY FAT MAX 
TRU-LASER MEASURER 100 SERIES
Quick and efficient - one person measuring.
Fast, accurate, just point and shoot. Simple design and easy push button operation. 
Quicker and easier to use than traditional tape measurers and more accurate than
sonic style measuring devices.
Large LCD screen and ergonomic rubberized grip for comfort and impact resistance.
Just aim, push the button and measure.
Calculates distance, area and volume. 
Accurate to ±1/4-in per 100 ft. with a range of 100 ft. 
Able to measure indoors, outdoors and hard to reach spots such as vertical distances.
Increase your level of professionalism with a lightweight, portable measuring device. 

$99.99 item 7445  
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LEVELITE ACCUSQUARE PRO
Precision Laser Layout Kit
Generates two lines on the floor at a precise 90 
degree angle with speed and accuracy.
One-person operation.
Eliminates messy chalk lines.
Working range: 50 to 100 ft., 
(depending on ambient conditions).
Water, mud and shock resistant.
Comes with plastic carrying case & laser glasses.
Weight 7.5lbs.
$219.99 item 58301

LASERMARK #58 GIZMO-3 WITH POLE
The Gizmo-3 aligns wall and floor tile, 

plumbs walls, levels cabinets, etc.
Separate laser diodes produce bright 

and sharp laser reference lines.
Use laser “cross” and/or 90 degree plumb line.

Self-leveling  with “out of level”
 automatic shut-off mechanism.

Includes laser glasses and carrying case.
$299.99 item 5591  SHIPPING $4.00

Four-section pole is built of a lightweight aluminum core.
Add or remove 2ft. sections or use telescopic top section.

Platform adjusts from 4” to 98”.
Includes carrying case.

LASER SQUARE
Layout floors, including diagonals, establish pitches, 
align wall tile, check floors for level & flatness, etc.

The SL-24 is the world’s first line producing square and level line laser tool.
90 degree squaring with 2 lines, not dots.

2 level lines, not dots, for horizontal alignment.
Long distance dots individually levelable at 90 degrees to each other.

Most powerful & compact multi-beam laser, 4”x4”x2”.
Built-in rechargable Ni-Cad battery saves hundreds per year in battery cost.

$589.99 item 5783

Fits on standard tripods.
Laser glasses for use in bright light conditions included.

60

AUTO REWIND INK SNAP-LINE 
Makes an ultra-thin, precise easy-to-follow line. 
Semi-permanent scuff and smudge resistant marking line.
Makes snap lines on wet surfaces with special formulated ink.
Ideal for making reference/control lines and grids for tile flooring.
Includes a 3.5 oz. bottle of red quick-dry ink . 

$21.59  item 6406 

Quick-Dry Ink 6 oz. Black $7.99  item 6407 
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CST BERGER 58-LM2 
LASER LEVEL SQUARE KIT
Projects horizontal and vertical laser “chalklines” on surfaces and walls. 
Ideal for tiling, paneling and wall fixtures. 
Non-abrasive vertical mounting - push button application with 
adhesive putty mounts instrument to surface. 
Aluminum precision machined with 90° edge. 
Adjustable leveling feet with two vials.
Includes 2 targets, adhesive putty, batteries and carrying case.

$189.99 item 7440

9800  SERIES CONTRACTORS ALUMINUM BOX LEVEL
A top-of-the line “European design” box beam level. 
The most durable of all aluminum levels. 
Extruded aluminum box beam profile. Yellow powder coat finish. Precision machined level edges.

Highly accurate & sensitive.

24” $30.99   
36” $36.99 
48” $40.99 

TOMECANIC TORPEDO LEVEL
Preferred by tile & marble installers.
Use as a straight edge and screed.
Waterproof; simple water and brush clean-up.
Low profile design fits under toe kicks and behind furniture.
All aluminum construction.
High quality level, made in France. 

16”$27.99 
24”$32.99 
32”$39.99

Item 6450

Item 7650

TYPE 196 LEVEL
Removable endcaps for flush measuring in corners. Strong, wide frame will not twist or warp. 
Epoxy-locked vials will never fog, leak or require adjustment.
Rubber hand grips. Metal hang-hole. 
Level accuracy guaranteed for life. 

24”$66.99 
32”$72.99 
48”$89.99
72”$159.99  

Item 6380

STABILA TYPE 81SMW 45 Vial 
Big, bright easy to read vials.
Magnetic, try to pull them off steel without twisting your wrist.
Heavy duty die cast frame.
Level accuracy guaranteed for life; vials will never fog, leak or require adjustment.
Epoxy-locked vials, certified accuracy in normal reading positions: 1/32” over 72”.

Magnetic $36.99 Item 7716 
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The Leading Automatic 
Driving System.

Now, fastening underlayment, fiber cement board
and subflooring is fast and easy.

You can easily drive screws to a consistent depth 
and avoid the time & aggravation 
of handling individual fasteners.

Quik Drive is a heavy duty tool, engineered for long life 
and solid action. 

It is easy to load, each screw strip holds 
23 or 31 screws, depending on type.

Kit includes: Pro Series Auto-Feed Tool for backerboard
screws, Makita 6.5 AMP, 2500 RPM drive motor, 

Pro Extension, Quiver and Pro Tool bag.

$289.99 item 5953  SHIPPING $6.00

#7 x 1-1/4” square drive underlayment screw, Hi-lo thread, sharp point, modified trim head 

w/nibs, grey phosphate finish, 2500 screws per box, $59.00  item 5956

#10 x 1-1/2” same specs. as item 5954. 

1500 screws per box $92.00 item 5955 

#10 x 1-3/4” #3 square recess, flared head w/nibs, meets ANSI A 108.11 requirements for 

HARDIBACKER backerboard, 1500 screws per box $96.00 item 5954   

#9 x 1-3/4” square drive subflooring screw, twin thread, 2/3 rolled, sharp point, flat head, 

yellow zinc coating, 2000 screws per box $62.00  item 5957

Backerboard Screws.

Underlayment Screw.

Wood / Subfloor Screw.

To drive underlayment & subfloor screws, 

Pro Series Auto-Feed Tool attachment is required.

$115.99 item 5958
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Quik Drive Screws
Quik Drive screws must be used with the Quik Drive fastening tool.

TAVY TILE PUCK
Makes accurate setting of marble quicker and easier!

The TILE PUCK can be used for any number of leveling applications: 
Shower seats, counter tops, kitchen appliances, machines, you name it.

The TILE PUCK, made of non-marking polyethylene plastic,
measures only 5” in diameter, 1” thick and weighs 10 ounces.

 $14.99 item 5835  
To detect lippage, slide the TILE PUCK and listen.

For leveling, place the TILE PUCK and get an instant reading.
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HOW TO ORDER
We accept Visa, Master Card, American Express, Discover Card and PayPal. You may use your 
credit card at our secure on-line website.
We also ship C.O.D.; the standard UPS or FEDEX C.O.D. charge will apply per package.
Money order or certified check are required for C.O.D. shipments over $500.00.
No minimum order - a $9.00 handling charge applies for all orders.
Additional shipping charges apply to certain items including those that are heavy or oversized.
A residential delivery fee will apply on motor freight items.
Additional shipping charges apply to AK, HI, & remote areas.
Connecticut residents, please add 6% sales tax.
Our phone lines are open from 8:30 am to 6:00 pm Monday thru Friday (EST). 
On-line ordering available 24 hours a day at www.contractorsdirect.com.
Product warranties are covered by manufacturers.
Our policy is and has always been to satisfy every customer. 
If you are not satisfied with any item purchased from us, you may return it, 
within 30 days, with a copy of the invoice/packing slip for refund or credit.
1. All returns must have a return authorization number. Please call us prior to returning any item.
2. Notifiy us within 48 hours of receipt of shipment of any damaged or defective merchandise.
3. Items returned for other than damage or defect must be in saleable condition.
4. Factory drop ship items are subject to a 25% return charge.
We reserve the right to correct pricing or printing errors. 
Prices are subject to change without notice and limited to stock on hand.

WE SHIP MOST ITEMS GROUND.
IF YOU NEED TO RUSH YOUR DELIVERY,

NEXT DAY, 2ND DAY AND 3 DAY SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE.
PLEASE CALL FOR AIR SHIPPING CHARGES.

Contractors Direct  strives to provide the most complete line of tile and stone installation tools possible. 
Our business philosophy is based on helping you obtain the tools you need quickly and economically. 
We ship all in-stock merchandise the same day, if your order is placed by 2:00 pm (EST). 
We are here to answer your questions regarding the tools we sell and to serve you, the customer.
Your comments are always welcome; email us at orders@contractorsdirect.com.

R

Our showroom, is open from 8:30am to 6:00pm, Monday Thru Friday.

®  
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